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Water pipe bursts 
leaving campus dry
A flag on a door in Freeman Hall shows support for our troops.
Panel discussion on 
war to be televised
r
Krotokin expressed concern for the fami­
lies of service members saying, “The govern­
ment should provide more support for the 
families of the troops serving in the Gulf.” 
During the two-hour discussion, audience 
members posed questions to the panel that 
ranged from President Bush’s ethics to the 
consequences if Israel retaliates against Iraq.
The majority of the panel members seemed 
to be against the war but supportive of the 
troops. Of the troops, Englebert said, “Mi­
norities will unnecessarily suffer much dep­
rivation as a result of the war,” while West 
said, “Young people were coerced into join­
ing the military.”
Discussions like these are important be­
cause, “It is the people’s obligation to speak 
out against the war," said Srebnick.
The discussion is scheduled to air on CTN 
on March 4 and 11 at 4 p.m., March 6 at 11 
a.m. and March 13 at 11:30 a.m.
By Trinace Webb
Correspondent
A round table discussion on the Persian 
Gulf War took place in the Speech Building 
on Feb. 19. The discussion was filmed by the 
MSC film department and will air on CTN, 
the Cable T.V. Network, in March.
Dr. Doris Bianchi of the Speech and 
Theater department mediated the discussion. 
The panel included faculty members Dr. 
•- Michael Kogan of Philosophy and Religion 
g  department, Dr. Amy Srebnick of the History 
q  department, Dr. Joanne Englebert of the 
Spanish and Italian department, Professor 
ju Arnold Krotokin and student representative 
►.Laura West.
Kogan said he is “pleased that our country 
© has taken the lead,” while asserting that, “we 
£  are fighting to keep the economy’s survival 
going.”
A water pipe that broke on Monday. Maintenance shut off the water on 
Tuesday for three and a half hours while they repaired the pipe.
By R.A. Campos
News Editor
Bathrooms were closed and the water 
was shut off for three and a half hours all over 
campus, between 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m., on 
Tuesday, Feb. 19, after a main water pipe 
broke late Monday afternoon.
“It’s hard to determine what caused the 
damage,” James Brighton, assistant manager 
of engineering said.
Because of the location of the break in the 
pipe, right next to a parking lot between Life 
and McEachem Halls, Brighton said it could 
have been caused by pressure put on the pipe 
from a heavy truck in the parking lot.
“It was ridiculous,” Ginger Cox, a senior 
who commutes, said. “I had to drive all the 
way home to use the bathroom. I missed two 
classes.”
Residents were without water even longer
because when the water was turned back on, 
it was brown.
“When the water came back on, it was 
gross,” Heather Castelli, a resident of Bohn 
Hall, said. “We couldn’t use the water for 
more than three hours after they turned it on. 
We were without water from 10:30 to after 6. 
It was disgusting.”
Another resident of Bohn Hall, Lesley 
Broske, said, “It was really inconvenient. 
They told us the water would be off for only 
a couple of hours. We couldn’t take showers 
or use the water even after it was turned on 
because it was brown.”
A resident of Freeman Hall said that an 
announcement was made at about 4 p.m. 
telling residents not to use the water until it 
cleared up.
Maintenance announced that the water on 
campus would be shut down between 10:30
cont. on p. 3
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V. _ World News
GULF UPDATE
-Iraq is w illing to unconditionally 
surrender, according to Iranian Foreign 
Minister Ali Akbar Velayati. Velayati 
spoke of meetings between Iranian heads 
of state and Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq 
Aziz, in which Aziz said that Iraq was 
willing to comply with United Nations 
Security Council Resolution 660, which 
requires Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait. 
According to Velayati, the Iraqis were 
also ready to stop insisting on linkage to 
other Middle East issues.
-The Soviet plan for peace w as criti­
cized butnot rejected by President Bush, 
but Iraq repeated linkage demands and 
issued no position on the Soviet plan. 
The Soviet Plan entails unconditional 
Iraqi withdrawal fromKuwaitalongwith 
coalition promises to address Middle East 
issues, and includes the preservation of 
the Iraqi Ba'ath party.
-Two U.S. warships were damaged 
by m ines this week but remain opera­
tional with hull damage. The Aegis 
Cruiser Princeton was damaged, as well 
as the Amphibious Assault Carrier Tri­
poli. The Princeton is one of the Navy's 
most expensive warships, Aegis Cruisers 
are priced at $1 billion each.
-President Bush is readying to ask 
Congress for $15 billion  to cover addi­
tional war costs, according to adminis­
tration officials. A request is also expected 
to be made to U.S. allies for about $40 
billion in new financial assistance. U.S.
military has spent more than $11 billion 
than it was appropriated last year because 
of the Gulf War.
-The U.S. Air Force bombed and de­
stroyed what it called a hardened un­
derground bunker, but the Iraqis de­
scribed the site as a bomb shelter located 
inaresidentialneighborhood. Iraqdaims 
that over 400 civilians were killed in the 
attack, disputing the U.S. assurance that 
the bunker was a military communica­
tions hub. Another such communications 
headquarters is said to be located beneath 
one of the main hotels occupied by for­
eigners in Baghdad. W ashington has 
stated that for political reasons the hotel 
would not be destroyed, despite its 
military significance.
-Syria reassured their recognition of 
Israel's right to exist in  an effort to bring 
more peace and stability in  the region in  
the future. Syria also recognized the Pal­
estinian national determinism, which is 
a predominant factor in much of the Arab- 
Israeli enmity.
INTERNATIONAL
-The IRA claimed responsibility for 
to bom bings in London railroad sta­
tions, killing one and wounding 40. A 
bomb exploded in Paddington Station 
damaging the building with none in­
jured, and the second explosion three 
hours later at 7:40 a.m. went off in Victoria 
Station resulting in all the casualties.
-The Kremlin issued a plan which
W E A T H E R
By T.S. Lawton
0
Thursday Generally Sunny, Bit Breezy, Warm.
High - upper 40's to lower 50's 
Low - upper 20's to low 30's
Friday Partly cloudy to  sunny, somewhat warmer.
Maybe sprinkles late.
High - low to mid 50's 
Low - low to mid 30's
Saturday Cloudy very early, breezy and cooler. 
Otherwise, partly sunny.
High - 35 to 41 degrees F 
Low - low to mid 20's
Sunday A b it warmer and, of course, still boringly
sunny. Clouding up late with a chance of rain. 
High - 40 to 46 degrees F 
Low - 28 to 34 degrees F 
Monday Wowl It won't be sunnyl 
Cloudy with Showers.
High - 36 to 42 degrees F 
Low - 29 to 34 degrees F
»
&
a
Out on a limb, long-distance forecast (which yvas pretty accurate last week).
Tuesday Cooling off. Getting windy.
Clear early, but Increasing clouds. 
Chance of snow late.
High - low to mid 30's 
Low - 22 to 28 degrees F
Wednesday Snow, could be heavy.
High - 20 s • T A. f * *
Low - mid to upper teens * . ’ * *■  è
would raise all consumer goods by at 
least 60% in  the U.S.S.R. Medicine, fuel 
and vodka would not be increased, and 
the government promised compensation 
through wages and pensions. This is an 
attempt by the government to more 
strictly control prices and revive the ail­
ing Soviet economy.
-North Korea scrapped its next level 
of diplomatic talks w ith South Korea, 
blaming the U .S./S. Korean military ex­
ercises. U.S. officials claim the war games 
to be defensive in nature, and North 
Korean officials claimed them to be a 
rehearsal for the invasion of North Korea.
-The Japanese government offered a 
reward for its citizens who give birth. 
Families would receive $38 a month for 
each child of pre-school age and double 
that amount for a third child. These efforts 
are to stimulate birth rate that has been 
decreasing in that country. Japanese 
w om en's rights group resent the 
government's desire to take women out 
of the workplace and put them back in 
the kitchen.
-At least 86 Peruvians have died and 
over 12,000 have fallen ill as a result of 
cholera since February 4, according to 
Lima Health authorities. In efforts to 
contain the epidemic, food imports have 
been halted in the region, as the disease is 
transmitted through water, shellfish and 
vegetables.
Compiled by William C. Hendrixson
NATIONAL
-Maryland legislature voted in  favor 
of protecting a woman's right to abor­
tion in  that state, should the Supreme 
Court ever reverse its Roe vs. Wade deci­
sion, which legalized abortion. Under 
Maryland law, abortions are permitted 
anytime before the fetus is able to survive 
outside the womb, if the fetus is mal­
formed or the mother's health is at stake.
-One hundred eighty banks are ex­
pected to fail this year after suffering the 
worst loan-losses in 50 years. The bank­
ing industry posted a $14.7 billion profit 
in the first three quarters of 1990, and 
now possess $52.3 billion in reserves to 
absorb any future losses.
-NYC bus and subway ridership 
dropped 4.3% since January1990, which 
could force a premature fare hike some­
time this spring. This is possibly a result 
of rising unemployment, with less people 
commuting to NYC, as comparative fig­
ures show a correlation there.
-A cause of Alzheimer's disease has 
been found in  a single mutated gene. 
Alzheimer's is the nation's fourth largest 
cause of death and afflicts approximately 
two million Americans, but despite the 
discovery of a cause, it does not preclude 
the discovery of a cure.
A ll inform ation taken from  the N e w  Y o rk  T im es  from  2/14-2/20.
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Main Editorial...... ...............12
Words on War... . . . . . . .1 3 - 1 4
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Pippin Review...... ..............1 5
WMSC call-in.......  _______1 5
SPORTS
Bottom Line....... .................. 2 3
Cohesion's Comer.... .......... 2 3
C O R R E C T I O N S
In an advertisement placed for residence life for the position of 
Resident Assistant in the January 31 issue, the preferred cumulative 
average appeared as 2.5. It should have read 2.25.
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SGA News Board of Trustees Meeting
Bill on Forums Passed
By Kerri Raftery
Staff Writer
A bill was passed, after a lengthy 
discussion, stating that weekly tolerant and 
impartially run forums, teach-ins, open mikes 
and/or discussions during the Persian Gulf 
Crisis to inform the campus community will 
be held
This bill has also stopped all bills 
supporting or opposing the war. They are to 
be suspended for one month until a definite 
opinion can be formed. An ad-hoc committee 
was set up to follow up on these events.
Helen Archontou, chairman of the senior 
committee, gave the dates for all upcoming 
senior events. These are as follows:
April 19 - Party Cruise
Greek Council News
April 29 - Senior mght at Fatso s 
April 30 - Dive-in movie (watching a 
movie from a pool)
May 1 - Senior day/Senior bar night 
May 2 - Senior Swing at Westmont 
Country Club
May 4 - Clove block party or park picnic 
May 29-10 a.m. breakfast for graduating 
seniors
O ther ad-hoc com m ittees include 
investigating the alcohol policy and 
renovations on the Rat. Paul Marino, chairman 
of the Rat committee, and Tony Susco 
discussed the renovations in the Rat. Although 
it seemed to go well, there are conflicting 
views between students and administration. 
If you have an opinion on how the Rathskeller 
should be run, go to the meetings at 12 noon 
on Monday in room 112 of the Student Center.
Budget cuts m ay have 
serious im plications
By Jim Aquavia
Correspondent
Budget cuts and their implications onMSC 
were discussed at the Board of Trustees 
meeting Thursday, Feb. 14.
Dr. Joan Ficke of the Health Professions 
department and Vice President of the 
American Federation of Teachers expressed 
the union's concern that major programs could 
be cut as a result of faculty reductions and that 
many students could then be forced into five 
year programs. Additionally, Paul Prior, non­
voting student trustee, later said that there are 
presently 18 faculty positions which have yet
to be filled because of a lack of funds.
A resolution was passed ratifying the pur­
chase of the Beckman House on Normal 
Avenue with money donated by the Faculty 
Student Co-op. MSC's Space Allocation 
Committee will recommend the best use for 
the space.
Dr. Max Sobel of the Mathematics de­
partment was granted Distinguished Profes­
sor status in recognition of his 35 years of 
outstanding service to MSC.
An emergency purchase was authorized 
for the re-keying of Bohn Hall residents' 
rooms following the burglarization of those 
rooms last semester although the work is 
nearly completed.
Concentrations in economics and business 
economics in the business administration 
program were approved.
New treasurer elected MSC still not MSU
By Anthony Pagliaroli
Correspondent
Maryann Kosciolek, the president of Al­
pha Iota Chi, was elected as Greek Council 
Treasurer at Tuesday’s meeting. As her first 
order of business, she requested all Greek 
organizations to pay their dues of three dol­
lars per active member promptly. Kosciolek 
also requested a membership roster with the 
checks. The money shall be added to the 
balance of $1,875.25, and will go towards 
Greek Week.
President James Roach appointed other 
posidons. Randy Jiminez of Lambda Sigma 
Upsilon, and Elaine McCarroll of Alpha Iota 
Chi, were appointed chairpersons of the 
Membership Committee. This committee is 
designed to keep all organizations informed 
of various pledging rules, as well as various 
forms of pledging. The committee will meet 
with all Pledge Masters/Mistresses on Thurs­
day the 21st at 7:00. The meeting place is to 
be announced.
Roach read a letter to the Council con­
cerning Lambda Theta Phi, a non-chartered
fraternity. The letter accuses the group of 
pledging underground, without their charter. 
The letter was signed: “a concerned Greek.”
Vice-president of the SGA, Maggie 
Kurdyla, commented on the fact that there is 
no policy within either the SGA or Greek 
Council to deal with this matter. Dean Harris 
also received this letter, and assured the 
Council that the administration is aware of 
the situation, and has launched independent 
investigations concerning the matter. The 
topic will be discussed further next week, 
with a possible policy for a goal.
Two interest groups came to the council 
seeking approval to go up for chartering with 
the SGA. Sigma Tau Nu, a local sorority, has 
completed its probationary period and will 
present themselves to the SGA next week. 
Tau Phi Beta, a local fraternity, has not yet 
completed this period, but is looking to be­
come chartered in two weeks.
The Greek Council is made up of one 
voting member from each Greek-letter or­
ganization, although anyone may attend. 
Meetings are scheduled for every Tuesday at 
5:00 on the fourth floor of the S tudent Center.
By Justine Gianandrea
Staff Writer
MSC is still attempting to achieve univer­
sity status, although the college has not yet 
applied for it according to President Irvin 
Reid.
The term "university" will “accurately 
reflect in name what the school is in fact,” Dr. 
Jesse Rosenblum, vice president of Institu­
tional Advancement, said.
Traditionally, in order for a school to 
achieve university status, it must provide two 
doctoral programs in two different fields. 
Although MSC does not meet this condition, 
it fulfills the new requirements proposed in 
The New Jersey Register.
During the Spring of 1990, Rider and 
Monmouth Colleges intended to become uni­
versities. Unhappy with the present require­
ments to achieve this, both colleges peti­
tioned the Board of Higher Education and 
implored them to revise the criteria. The
Water cont. from p. 1
a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Tuesday morning. It 
was turned back on at 2 p.m.
“If we could have maintained water 
pressure, we would have worked on the 
pipe over the weekend or during the night,” 
Brighton said. “But it was a pretty bad leak, 
a class-A emergency, we had to repair it 
immediately.
“I ’ve been here for 15 years and this 
has happened only seven or eight times at 
the most and it’s impossible to predict 
when they will happen,” Brighton said.
The cost of repairing the pipe was 
$2000, including parts and labor._______
Board of Higher Education did reevaluate the 
requirements and proposed a new set of crite­
ria, one that would have excluded all other 
colleges from becoming universities except 
for MSC. According to Dr. Rosenblum, “Rider 
and Monmouth objected to the new standards” 
which forced the Board to revise the require­
ments yet again.
Although the new standards have not yet 
been approved, MSC again meets the pro­
posed criteria. According to the New Jersey 
Register, in order for a college to become a 
university it must offer a certain amount of 
programs for undergraduate and graduate 
studies as well as maintain a certain percent­
age of students enrolled in its post-baccalau- 
reate degree programs.
“In my opinion, the change will not be 
happening soon but we will continue to pur­
sue the issue and I believe we will eventually 
prevail,” Rosenblum said.
If MSC does become a university, it will 
then be able to compete with other schools of 
the same caliber in and out of state in sports 
as well as scholastically. The new status will 
probably not affect the standards for admis­
sion but will attract more applications giving 
the school a greater selection to choose from, 
Rosenblum believes. It may also attract more 
faculty. Also, no great changes in cost are 
expected (if the change occurs). “University 
status will not change cost but the state of the 
economy might,” he said.
Even though the transition may not be in 
the immediate future, the new logo is already 
being used- Montclair State printed in heavy, 
black ink underscored with a solid red bar 
where the word university may one day be 
printed in white. The new logo has been 
printed on MSC’s letterhead.
SGA will award 
ten scholarships
The SGA will be awarding ten $400 
scholarships in conjunction with the Art 
Carved Ring Company to current sopho­
mores and juniors for the 1990-91 aca­
demic year.
The scholarships are available to all 
sophomores and juniors, and students may 
pick up applications for them in the SGA 
office. To qualify for the scholarship, you 
must meet the following requirements:
1. A grade point average of 2.7 or better.
2. At least 58 credits completed by Jan. 
1991.
3. Current sophomore or junior status.
4. Shown leadership and involvement 
in SGA chartered organizations or legis­
lature.
5. Shown involvement in student con­
cerns.
The deadline for applications is March 
11 and the scholarships will be awarded in 
late March.
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2-23 Sat. Movie Marathon Free 4p.m. Webster Hall Main Lounge
I |  2 -2 6 2 7 2 8  Silent Cacophonies $6. students, $8 Gen. Public 
Primary Stage Theatre, 354 W. 45th St. N.Y. 893-5112
1  IJIl 2-24  Sun. Grand Illusion Film!Discussion Free Calcia
I t l i  Auditorium
2 -2 7  Wed. Four Native Americans-Art Exhibit Reception/ 
Demonstration Free 4-óp.m. College Art Gallery, Life Hall
Through 2 -2 8  George Tarr, Sculpture 
One, Life Hall Annex
Free Gallery
2 -2 7  Wed. Drums o f Fire Performance African Drummers and Dancers 
$3.00 7:30p.m. Student Center Ballrooms
Sunday Mass 11a.m. Kops Lounge
Sunday Mass 7p.m. Newman Center
2-22 Fri. workshop: Parenting lla.m.-12p.m. Free Gilbreth House 
893-5112
2-22  Fri. workshop:Adult Children o f Alcoholics 12-lp.m. Free 
Gilbreth House 893-5112
2-23  Sat. CLEP workshop 10a.m.-lp.m. College Hall 121 893-4431
2-25  Mon. lecture: UJAMMA.Cooperative Economics ElUs Liddell 
$3.00 7p.m. Student Center Ballroom
2-25  Mon. workshop: Surviving War in the Middle East Free 11a.m.- 
12p.m. Gilbreth House
2-25  Mon. workshop: Men's Rap Group free 4-5p.m.
| 2-26  Tue. Animal Rights Lecture Free 7:30 p.m. Kops Lounge in 
[ Russ Hall
2-26  Tue. Discussion: Rap Music and Social Activism Free 
7p.m. Student Center Ballrooms
,2 -2 7  Wed. Lecture: Christian Mysticism Ewert Cousins Free
| 2-27  Wed. College Bowl Program meeting 3p.m. Student Center 402 
\ 893-7564
2-27  Wed. seminar: Get the Internship-Part-time Job that’s 
right for You Free 2-3p.m. Student Center Annex 106
2 -2 8  Thu. seminar: Business Careers for All Majors Free 3- 
4p.m. Student Center Annex 106
2 -2 8  Thu. seminar: Resume Writing Free 6-7:30p.m. Student 
Center 417
2 -2 8  Thu. Lecture: Tyrone Mitchell, Sculptor Free 3 p.m. 
Calcia Auditorium
The PS/1 from IBM is the most exciting Personal Computer introduced in recent years. It is the 
perfect computer for home and business use. The PS/1 is easy to use because it runs under a
graphical environment that 
need it. Includedare the corn- 
modem, and manuals. For 
PS/1 comes set-up and ready 
the box. $900 in software 
spreadsheet, database, word 
package). DOS 4.0, and Prod- 
to give you a complete and 
ment. You receive IBM’s 
This is a valuable on-line in-
offers help when and where you 
puter, monitor, keyboard, mouse, 
systems with a hard drive, the 
to be used when you take it out of 
including Microsoft Works (a 
processor, and communications 
igy are loaded on the hard drive 
expandable software environ- 
Prodigy service free for 3 months, 
formation service that not only 
quotes and shopping services,has news, weather, stock 
but it also includes Grolier’s Academic American Encyclopedia. All the hardware and software is 
backed by a one year warranty from IBM, which includes a toll-free support hotline
This Offer is being made through Westwood Computer 
to the Campus Community at:
COMPUTER O »RATION
580 Route 46 East 
Totowa.NJ 
201-785-0088
GRATEFUL DEAD 
WYNTON MARSALIS 
AEROSMITH 
BEETHOVEN 
BEST OF JAZZ
CHICAGO 
JIMMY BUFFETT 
LED ZEPPELIN 
BILLY JOEL 
VAN MORRISON
•Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.
5 0 0
—COUPON—
THIS COUPON WORTH 
.50 TOWARD PURCHASE OF ANY
$3.98 or $4.98
CASSETTE FROM ANY COLLEGE 5 0 0
SUPPLIERS MUSIC DISPLAY. LIMIT ONE 
COUPON PER CASSETTE PURCHASE. VALID UNTIL 6-30-91. 
NOT VALID FOR CLASSICS SHOWCASE CASSETTES
5 0 0
The College Store
MERCHANT: PLEASE RETURN TO 
COLLEGE SUPPLIERS FOR RETURN CREDIT 
PLEASE INCLUDE CUSTOMER NUMBER. 5 0 0
REDEEMABLE IN YOUR BOOKSTORE ONLY
........ -
** S E E  T H E  C O L L E G E  B O O K S T O R E  F O R  M O R E  D E T A IL E S  !!!!!!
Finally:
A PC designed and built for the Home 
Introducing:
IBM PS/1
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Is there water in the house? Campus copes with broken pipe
Bv Valerie Kalfrin the water shut-off was campus-wide started “There was not nearly enough time to get Nevertheless, while the water on campus
„ . , _ movine from building to building. everything ready.” he said. “Kevin Rakowskv is once again running hot, cold, and clear.
By Valerie Kalfrin
Outlook E d ito r_______________________
Even though the campus couldn’t get a 
drop of running water for three and a half 
hours on Tuesday because of a broken water 
main by McEachem, there was still a flood of 
inconvenience and complaints.
Yet like the person caught in an unex­
pected downpour, people on campus found a 
way to cope—they were “steamed,” sure, but 
they coped.
In fact, a few Freeman Hall residents 
joked that on Tuesday, you could easily tell 
the commuting students from the residents; 
the commuters smelled better.
“I couldn’t take a shower,” said Bohn 
Hall resident Yoon Lee.
“I didn’t take a shower all day,” said 
English major Tom Dickey.
Dance major Wendy Forbes came back to 
no running waterafter dancing forfour hours. 
“I just sat and put up with it like every time,” 
she said.
Those who had showered before the 10:30 
a.m. water cut-off had problems later in the 
day. Water service didn’t resume until after 
2:00p.m., but the water ran brown because of 
dirt that had gotten into the broken pipe. In 
the interim, no restrooms on campus were 
available; those in the Student Center were 
sealed off with masking tape, while others on 
campus were locked.
Commuters with time between classes 
talked of driving home just to use the bath­
room, while others who weren’t aware that
the water shut-o f was campus-wide started 
moving from building to building.
“I had taken a shower in the morning,” 
said business administrationmajor Joy Spano, 
“but you couldn’t flush toilets anywhere. I 
came over to B lanton to use the bathroom and 
it wouldn’t work. Then later I couldn’t brush 
my teeth because the water was brown for an 
hour.” ,
6 6
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Home economics major l is a  Hattenberg 
said that she heard people in the campus 
bookstore talking about the inconvenience. 
“People who work in the Student Center were 
talking about going from building to building 
to find a bathroom, and they were all locked,” 
she said.
For the dining staff, the water cut-off 
presented a unique problem—preparation of 
food plus ample water supply to ensure all 
employees kept their hands clean. Tom Bove, 
Director of Board Operations at Blanton Hall, 
took immediate actiononce he was contacted, 
although he said he would have liked more 
advance notice.
“There was not nearly enough time to get 
everythingready,”hesaid. “Kevin Rakowsky 
(Associate Director of Residence Life) called 
around 10:00, and we called down to Free­
man.
“Eighty percent of the food was prepared 
beforehand, and we still had steam kettles, so 
we just boiled water. There was still enough 
water in the lines, anyway, because it didn’t 
go out (at Blanton) until 12:00,” he said.
Blanton had only milk and coffee ma­
chines plus pre-made juice as beverages for 
lunch (the soda machines run on water pres­
sure). The entrees, both at Blanton and 
Freeman, were served on paper plates with 
plastic utensils.
“It was a pretty aggravating morning,” 
said Freeman Hall dining services manager 
Brian Luciano. “We had very little time to 
prepare. The first thing I did was to fill up all 
our kettles with water. We did have steam, so 
we could boil all the water we used during the 
day.
“The only beverages we had were milk, 
which upset a lot of people. By dinner time, 
the water was back on, though, so there were 
no more paper products,” he said.
Yet even with the water back on, there 
were still problems (brown water, for ex­
ample). Residents in some dorms were told 
not to shower or wash clothing until the water 
turned clear again. Some parts of Freeman 
Hall couldn’t get any cold water, only hot, 
until late in the evening, and some toilets in 
the building wouldn’t stop flushing (repairs 
were made after 11:00 p.m.).
Neverthele s, while the water on campus 
is once again ru ning hot, cold, and clear, 
people on campus are still hot over the issue.
Some, like Bohn resident M elissa 
Zimmerman, would have liked more advance 
notice. “They didn’t even tell us five minutes 
before they were going to turn the water off,” 
she said.
Political science major Mary Roberts 
agreed. “They gave us no notice. I’m pretty 
sure they knew about this more ahead of 
time,” she said.
Senior Rosetta Peterson said that she didn’t 
even know the water had been off until she 
went to wash her hair. “The water was brown 
for a while, but it’s okay now,” she said.
While most understand that the pipe break 
was nothing that could have been predicted, 
they are still disappointed with the amount of 
time it took to fix the problem (Director of 
Facilities Doug Cooper could not be reached 
by deadline).
“We’re paying all this money for housing, 
and the whole school gets shut off because of 
water?” said mathematics major Rob Kreck. 
“What are we paying for?”
Accounting major Michael Katz agreed. 
“It’s ridiculous,” he said. “First there’s a 
problem with security and now with the wa­
ter. All this money we’re spending should go 
towards some comfort.”
“It’s one thing you should expect—clean 
water, not brown,” added fine arts major 
Denise DeLongis.
Hopefully, it’s also something that ’ll keep 
on running. ^
All Around the Campus: The Community Speaks
Compiled by William Palm
How did Tuesday's water shortage affect your day?
"Someone used the bathroom two minutes 
before the water was supposed to come 
back on, but then it didn't. It affected my 
room, suite, and the hall. It was a bad day."
Dylan Preziosi 
Sophomore/Undeclared
"I had to pee for three hours and I had to drive 
20 minutes home just to go to the bathroom."
Robyn SchmeUer
Junior ¡Graphic design
"It's not the first time this has happened on 
campus. I was inconvenienced; I couldn't 
shower or use the toilet Maintenance needs 
to be improved on campus."
Danielle O'Neill
FreshmanlUndeclared
"It didn't really affect me because I don’t 
take showers. But seriously, it's just another 
thing that we've got to put up with living in 
the dorms. I realize things happen, but I 
think maintenance should give us what we 
pay for."
Daniel Schwester
Sophomore/Political science

Looking Back
of the days when crackdowns on racism
"rt's 10 p.m. Do you know where your children are? "
A front-page photo showed the "incredibly long" line outside Memorial Audi­
torium for the showing of Deep Throat,
movement, gave a lecture to an audience of 300 about her experience. Parks said she
Need a vacation? " Extra" 
holidays don't fit M SC's schedule
By Beth Belof
Staff Writer
This past Monday looked like a typical 
day at MSC, except it was President’s Day, a 
day set aside to commemorate the birthdays 
of George Washington and Abraham Lin­
coln. It was also one of fifteen days desig­
nated as a national holiday, and while most 
Americans (and some state college students) 
enjoyed the day off, classes here were still in 
session.
Many of the college’s offices were closed 
for the holiday, however.
...Some private schools have 
"pacing breaks " where students 
are given three or four days off 
every three weeks to "get a 
breather..."
“It’s unconstitutional,” said Frank Basile, 
a senior physical education major. “None of 
the secretaries were working. If they had off, 
so should we.”
Glassboro, William Paterson, and Kean 
College are a few state schools that cancelled 
classes on Monday. Dean of Students Edward 
Martin explained that because these schools 
do not offer a winter session like MSC, they 
are able to start the spring semester earlier and 
take off a few days in between.
Some private schools, he said, incorpo­
rate “pacing breaks” where students are given 
three or four days off every three weeks to 
“get a breather.”
State schools are not required to hold 
classes for a specific number of days, he said, 
but they do follow a schedule based on 15 
weeks. This allows professors to cover the 
full twelve chapters found in most college 
textbooks, plus time for a review, mid-term, 
and final exam.
Our own schedule, he added, is decided 
every couple of years by a committee of 
administrators, faculty, students and person­
nel appointed by various vice presidents; the 
current MSC schedule will probably remain 
the same next year.
Students like freshman Joe Miloscia, 
however, disagreed with planning for a spe­
cific amount of material to be covered.
“Students are going to learn at their own 
rate anyway,” he said.
Miloscia was one student who was incon­
venienced by Monday’s holiday. “If the of­
fices are closed, they should cancel classes,” 
he said. “I needed to speak to a chairperson, 
and his office was closed.”
Yet not all employees that did work on 
President’s Day seemed to mind.
“It’s all right if you get paid,” said Eliza­
beth Pinkey, a cafeteria employee.
Also, not all students thought that classes 
should have been cancelled.
“I didn’t mind,” said senior finance major 
Thomas Gilkos. “I wouldn’t want to miss 
class anyway.”
Montclarion
Hotline
893-5169
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'The Final Countdown” 
erf Joey's Nite Club 
Wed., March 6tli 1991
A p p e a r i n g  L i v e  
i A s e t t e  M e l e n d e z  
singing
#1 Smash Hit:"Together Forever" 
«Joeys Place 
1296 Van Houten Ave. 
Clifton, N«J 
(201) 777-4652
More info.
D E N N I S  
(201) 345-6390
"Free Admission with Invite" 
Free-Free-Free
Where are my personals?
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Senator Bill Bradley pages through a copy of The Montclarion while taking a break 
in the Student Center Ballrooms. Bradley was on campus last week to host a day of 
seminars for high school students interested in government.
The Greek Weekly
What goes here?
The Rush, Social, Philanthropic and any other events of your Greek 
organization.
Why isn't anything here?
Contact us! Tell us about your organizational events so that the rest 
of the campus and other Greeks can know about them, too.
Write your event on a piece of paper and either drop it in the envelope 
on the door of the Treasurer's Office at The Montclarion (Rm. 113ofthe 
Student Center Annex) or hand it to Kerry Raftery at the Greek Council 
meetings Tuesdays at 5:00 p.m. (Fourth floor of the Student Center).
Thanks!
Win Individual Prizes.
For More Info,
or to sign up an indvlidual or group,
please contact the MSC Alumni Office, 
893-4141, between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm, Monday thru Friday.
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A CLASS’ OflE  
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SAVE on our
STUPENDOUS 
SALE of 
SUPER 
SOUNDS
Cassettes 
Records 
and CD’s....
MAJOR LABELS - TOP ARTISTS
A Sound Investment Save Big Bucks
Pop, Rock, Folk, Jazz and Classical
Limited Time. Come Early for Best Selection.
Now in Progress 
The College Store
( br a n tl  mem orial  lectures)
The Philosophy and Religion Department and the School of Humanities and Social 
Sciences are pleased to announce die Brantl Memorial Lectures in religion for Spring, 
1991. The lecture series is named in honor of George Brantl (1922-1978), Founder and 
first Chairman of the Montclair State College Department of Philosophy and Religion.
LECTURE SERIES: ” MYSTICISM, EAST#W EST"
FIRST LECTURE:
Wednesday, February 27,1991
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall, Montclair State College, 8:00 p.m.
TOPIC:
"The Spiritual Paths of Knowledge and Love: Christian Mysticism"
SPEAKER:
DR. EWERT COUSINS, Professor of Theology, Fordham University ; Visiting 
Professor, Columbia University.
Author: Global Spirituality: Toward The Meeting. Of.Mystical Paths;
General Editor: World Spirituality: An Encyclopedic History
SECOND LECTURE:
Wednesday, March 20,1991
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall, Montclair State College, 8:00 p.m.
TOPIC:
"The Hindu Mystical Tradition"
SPEAKER:
DR. K.R. SUNDARARAJAN, Professor of Theology and Chairman, Department of 
Theology, St. Bonaventure University.
Contributing Author: Hinduism. Religions of Man, Death and Eastern Thought, etc.
THIRD-LECTURE:
Wednesday, April 24,1991
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall, Montclair State College, 8:00 p.m.
TOPIC;
"Sufism: Mystical Dimension of Islam"
SPEAKER:
DR. SEYYED HOSSEIN NASR, University Professor of Islamic Studies, George
Washington University.
Formerly, Dean and Vice-Chancellor, Tehran University.
Author; Ideals and Realities of Islam, Islam and the. Plight of Modem Man. Knowledge
and.Sacred..eig.
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What does it take for classes 
to be cancelled?
On Tuesday the administration once again 
showed the students of this campus it takes 
little less than a nuclear war for class to be 
cancelled for a day.
A water main break caused the water to be 
shut off in every building for at least three 
hours while repairs were being initiated, but 
school was supposed to continue as if nothing 
was different. Not having access to a working 
bathroom seems to be justification for the
cancelling of classes for at least half a day. 
The Montclarion has been witness for years 
to the administration’s indifference to the 
plight of students, both commuter and resident, 
when it comes to the question of cancelling 
classes for emergencies. Things such as 
residence halls being denied water and power 
are not significant to grant those students 
living there a day off.
The administration should think about the
situation students are in when they are denied 
the basic necessities of living. What hap­
pened on Tuesday, where students had to skip 
class just so they could find somewhere to go 
to the bathroom, won’t happen again. Stu­
dents need to be given ample warning when 
they are going to be inconvenienced so the 
proper preparations can be made.
Fraternity sponsors pen 
pals for the Persian G ulf
During Alpha Phi Omega’s February 6th 
project of sending Valentines to the troops, 
many MSC faculty and students demonstarted 
a strong interest in corresponding with the 
troops as pen pals.
However, the U.S. Military and Postal 
Service have advised us that letters to the 
troops be addressed to specific servicemen 
for quick and more accurate delivery. As a 
result, our organization would like to compile 
a list of mailing addresses of servicemen to 
make such correspondence more readily pos­
sible. We need your help!
If anyone knows of any students, friends, 
or relatives who are currently serving in the 
Gulf please give us their names and mailing 
addresses so that we can include them on our 
list. These addresses can be put in our mail-
/!¿OA/£- box in the SGA office 
or dropped off in the 
Alpha Phi Omega office, 
406 of the Student Center. 
If any student is inter­
ested in adopting a pen pal, 
look for this list of addresses 
which will be posted outside 
room 406 as well as other areas on 
campus. If you have any questions 
or suggestions about this, please call 
ext. 5431 and ask for Maura.
Thank You, 
Brittney Dews
Alpha Phi Omega 
Treasurer
Letters must be typewritten, accompanied by a name, 
year, and major, and be submitted by Monday at 3 p.m. 
The Montclarion reserves the right to edit all editorial
, grammar,
S¥;Pi:SÍÉs||
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What it really means to be a 
patriotic American
I would like to respond to the left- 
winged students who oppose the war in the 
Gulf, as well as the so called right-winged 
conservatives who support the war. Let me 
preface my statement by saying I have 
friends and family in the military and that 
I am not against warfare. Unfortunately 
war is necessary sometimes. Howeverl am 
totally opposed to this war.
Before all the Budweiser Patriots with 
their newly bought American Flag para­
phernalia accuse me of being a communist, 
let me tell you more about myself. I am a 
practicing Roman Catholic and an ardent 
anti-communist The last couple of years I 
have tried my own way to stamp out com­
munism in this area, mostly through one- 
on-one conversation Y e t I am against the 
war.
Why don’t I agree and march with the 
left-winged student organizations who op­
pose the war? Simply because on every 
other issue I disagree with them and their 
atheistic/ecumenical doctrines that do much 
to undermine this nation I want no part of 
them.
Why then don’t I agree with the so 
called right-wing types, such as Bob Grant 
and Charlton Heston and support our 
troops? The two men mentioned pervert 
the right-wing. These blood thirsty war 
mongers are more in akin with the hard line 
Soviet Stalinist. True conservatives like 
former President Richard M. Nixon and 
columnist Patrick Buchanan would really 
like to support our troops, contact the Army
and N avy relief services (any local recruiter 
can give you the address) and donate time 
or money. Many families with loved ones 
in Saudi Arabia are suffering financially. 
If you support our boys over there, as 
columnist Charles Reese says, close your 
mouth and provide some real assistance. 
Secondly contact the Veterans Adminis­
tration and arrange to be a volunteer. The 
V.A. still needs help from past wars. 
Hurdly contact your state legislators and 
make sure there are laws on the books to 
protect the jobs of men and women called 
to active duty, it would be a shame for 
them to come home and have no job.
In conclusion, think and question what 
President George "read my lips” Bush 
says. There is nothing “patriotic” about 
what he is trying to do. He is using ill- 
informed, well-meaning, naive young 
Americans who have propagandized into 
believing that they are nobly defending 
their country. Nothing could be further 
from the truth. We are intruding into their 
territory and affairs and not the other way 
around. These young Americans are to be 
used as cannon-fodder by sinister, secret 
forces that few ordinary, uniniformed 
people understand. President Bush and 
the others who are willing to sacrifice tens 
of thousands of American lives for the 
sole benefit of Israel and International 
Business should be impeached and tried 
for treason.
Richard Evers Hrazamek
Senior/religion
Stopping the aggression 
of a military madman
Months ago when the Bush administra­
tion called Saddam Hussein another Hitler, 
many said that was empty rhetoric. Others 
agreed that the Iraqi dictator was a “petty- 
Hitler." Saddam Hussein is far worse, a po­
tential aspiring “Hitler."
Saddam Hussein the monkey wrench in 
the Middle East peace process, is ademagogue 
who has initiated two wars in the past decade 
for puiposes of self-aggrandizement. He was 
fortunate that the Iranians were unable to 
capitalize on their mid-war success. He is 
fortunate that the Iranians have not yet fired 
any of their more effective missiles at 
Baghdad. Saddam’s luck has run out, he will 
learn that aggression does not pay.
He places little value onhumanlife. Instead 
of spending Iraq’s oil wealth on improving 
his people's standard of living, he squandered 
it on the construction of military juggernaut 
with only one purpose, the Blitzkreig. Presi­
dent Bush, by not allowing Kuwait to remain
Saddam Hussein’s “Case Yellow, prevented 
Saudi Arabia from becoming his “Case 
White."
Like Hitler, civilian life means nothing to 
Saddam. He placed his citizens in a magnetic 
pulse protected military bunker, in the hope 
that five-hundred dead would give him pro­
paganda points, inciting more hatred for the 
allies. If Saddam keeps earmarking Iraqi ci­
vilians for death, by placing them in military 
bunkers, this will hopefully have a boomer­
ang effect on him.
The Saudi Arabian government said 
Saddam has a Napoleonic complex, more 
likely a Nasser one. Like that deceased 
Egyptian president, he hopes to lead the Arab 
world. For Saddam, the Babylonian Pan- 
Arabist, the writing is on the wall.
Jonathan Webman
senior/political science
Sometimes you have to 
fight for peace
I would like to respond to the editorial by 
Amy A. Glavasich in February 14 issue of the 
Montclarion.'
I do not support the original idea of Presi­
dent Bush to go to war, but we as people could 
do nothing to stop it. I feel now that we should 
rally behind our troops and support the effort 
100%. No amount of begging, or as the 
members of S.T.A.N.D. call it, protesting, 
will bring the troops home. The only way to 
get them home quickly is to stomp on the 
regime of Saddam Hussein as if it were a 
roach. I liken it to a situation where someone 
close to you, your sister for instance, is argu­
ing with a lunatic. You may not want your 
sister to get into a fight with the lunatic, but if 
she does, you most certainly would back your 
sister. Y ou would not just stand there and say, 
“Stop fighting,” you would want your sister 
to beat the hell out of the lunatic until the 
lunatic is subdued. We, the United States, 
cannot stop fighting until Saddam Hussein is 
beaten.
About the alleged ‘Teach-in.” Surely if 
the S.T.A.N.D. forum was meant to educate 
the students about the war, it would have 
educated us from both sides of the river, not 
only the anti-war side.
If, as Miss Glavasich states, the war is not 
in the best interest of anyone, then I suppose
the people of Kuwait would be better off if the 
United States ignored the situation and let 
Saddam Hussein waltz all over Kuwait, and 
kill all of the people.
Miss Glavasich claims that “...war is not 
justifiable under any circumstance.” Would 
she have supported World War II when Japan 
attacked Pearl Harbor had she been bom sixty 
years earlier? If the Soviet Union stormed the 
shores of the United States with millions of 
troops tomorrow, would she defend our 
country? Well, probably not, because ac­
cording to Miss Glavasich, “...war is not 
justifiable under any circumstance.”
In reference to Miss Glavasich’s remark 
that war cannot be used as a strategy to create 
peace, may I analogize? If you had a child and 
he broke the windshield of your new car with 
a rock after you told him not to throw rocks, 
would you spank him? Most likely. Will your 
child stop throwing rocks? Probably, and the 
reason he would do so is because he is afraid 
of getting a spanking. This is what we must do 
with Saddam Hussein. Kick his ass so he will 
not raid defenseless countries just because he 
feels like it. The United States is involved, 
and we cannot leave until Saddam Hussein is 
defeated.
Jeff Lawton
_____________ Junior/English
Rush's World by Roger C. Long
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Questions and Answers on 
U.S. Involvement in the Gulf
continued
1 . How can you possibly 
oppose this war?
You would too, if you knew the truth. 
That’s why the U.S. government and the 
biased mass media try to hide it from us.
2. But isn’t U.S. censorship 
good? Doesn’t it keep the Ira­
qis from learning military op­
erations?
No! We are the people U.S. propaganda is 
aimed at. The purpose of U.S. censorship is to 
fill OUR — the American people’s — heads 
with lies, so we will not oppose U.S. govern­
ment policy. Why? Because during the Viet­
nam War tens of millions of Americans came 
to realize “our” government was lying to us. 
Tens of thousands of American soldiers were 
being killed and aimed for a lie.
3. Isn’t this a war to stop 
aggression?
No! The U.S. government SUPPORTS 
aggression (by Israel, South Africa, Indone­
sia, for example). The U.S. COMMITS ag­
gression, too, as in Panama, Grenada, Nicara­
gua. Reagan and Bush SUPPORTED IRAQI 
aggression against Iran in 1981.
4. What is the war about, 
then?
Oil! Bush keeps denying it’s about oil 
because he knows we, the working people, do 
not want to fight for oil company profits.
5. Won’t we get cheaper oil 
and gas if Iraq is defeated?
No. The U.S. government secretly told 
Saddam Hussein on July 28 that Bush wanted
a price above $25 a barrel — higher than 
Saddam himself wanted. Why? Because oil 
companies benefit from high prices, though 
working people are hurt. Our soldiers are 
being killed to make oil more expensive, 
among other reasons.
6 . Are you saying that U.S. 
working people will be better 
off if the U.S. withdraws from 
the Mid-East?
Exactly. We’ll be better off in every way. 
The war is costing billions —  and every 
expert admits U.S. taxpayers will pay for 
most of it. But if the U.S. wins, our soldiers 
will be stationed there for years longer —  a 
huge expense. There will be thousands more 
U.S. soldiers killed in further Mid-East wars. 
Like in Vietnam, the U.S. is supported by the 
oppressive governments of the region, but is 
hated by the masses of the people.
7 , Why are we hated?
WE are not hated— the U.S. government 
is hated: This is because of U.S. imperialism.
U.S. oil companies have invested in the 
Mid-East for 50 years because of the phe­
nomenal profits they have made there. They 
have kept corrupt rulers in power who sup­
port U.S. oil companies instead of using oil 
revenues to serve the needs of their own 
peoples. All these pro-U.S. states are run by 
brutal, fascist regimes. Therefore, the work­
ing people in these countries understand the 
U.S. government is their enemy.
But we do not understand that the U.S. 
government is our enemy too: We are worse 
off when oil company profits are high. That’s 
why there has been no investment in other 
sources of energy; Big Oil doesn’t want us to 
switch.
Cheap labor anywhere in the world is 
against our interest, because big business can 
then send jobs and investment abroad. But 
the fascist Mid-East regimes like Kuwait and 
Saudi Arabia suppress their working classes 
to keep labor cheap. This hurts U.S. workers, 
too —  but it helps U.S. bosses.
8 .  Why do you say the war 
is racist?
The basic way that capitalists try to keep 
some workers paid less than others is through 
racism. This benefits them, and harms us, in 
three related ways.
First: Non-white workers, subject to spe­
cial oppression, have lower wages and fewer 
benefits. This means their employers make 
higher profits.
Second: Employers can and do threaten to 
fire white workers and replace them by non­
white workers. This acts as a restraint upon 
demands for higher wages by white workers. 
In other words, white workers are paid less 
because of racism than they would be if there 
were no groups of super-exploited workers
—  that is, if there were no racism.
Third: Racist ideas are used by employers 
to keep white and non-white workers divided 
against one another. Workers can only win 
strikes against employers if they are united. 
Racism weakens this unity or prevents it 
altogether.
Obviously, U.S. workers are hurt by the 
existence of cheap labor abroad or at home. 
Therefore, the main way this war is racist—  
and the main way it hurts U.S. working people
—  is that it is a war to keep fascist, anti- 
worker regimes in power, so U.S. companies 
can continue to make high profits from the 
very cheap labor of these super-exploited 
workers.
In addition, the war is racist because U.S.
combat troops are more heavily non-white 
than the U.S. population as a whole. So non­
white troops will bear the greater burden of 
sacrifice.
9. What about patriotism?
Patriotism is a noose around our neck. To 
be “patriotic’’ means to fight whatever wars 
the government tells us, and no questions 
asked. A “patriotic” person is a slave to the 
big corporations that run the government. If 
you notice it is the gas stations and the car 
dealers that fly the biggest flags.
1 0 .  Why should we “sup­
port our soldiers” by getting 
them to come home as soon as 
possible?
They have a big job to do: to fight the big 
corporations and the U.S. government for 
higher wages, lower taxes, better schools, 
better health care, an end to racism, right here 
at home. That is a war worth fighting and if 
need be, dying for.
1 1  • What can I do?
Come to S.T.A.N.D. meetings, Wednes­
days at 3 p.m., Student Center Room 112. 
S.T.A.N.D., a Class 13 organization, is open 
to all who oppose the war for whatever rea­
sons.
Join the International Committee Against 
Racism (INCAR): INCAR has members in 
factories, high schools, colleges, neighbor­
hoods, and in the military, fighting against 
racism and for multi-racial unity. We have 
members in other countries, too. Call me at 
373-2743.
S.T.A.N.D
r ~ i
PLEASE FILL OUT AND DROP OFF AT SGA OFFICE 102 IN THE i
\ STUDENT CENTER(Last day for poll is Monday) 1
j 1. Do you support the war? (Y, N) j
2. Do you support the use of nuclear weapons in defeating Hussein? (Y, N) 
j 3. Do you think there will be a draft? (Y, N) j
j 4. If drafted, would you go to the Middle East? (Y, N) j
5. Do you think the war will take longer than six months? (Y, N) j
6. Do you believe we are fighting this war for oil? (Y, N)
j 7. Do you think the alliance will hold? (Y, N) j
8. Do you support a peace keeping force after the war? (Y, N)
!__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ *
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A R T S  & E N T E R T A I N M E N T
An Anecdotic Review
WMSC: A  
Reasonable 
Alternative
By John Tibbitts and Eric Kibbles
Staff Writers______________________________
Among the many interesting organiza­
tions that the SGA has to offer, there is one 
that is particularly interesting. No, it’s not the 
Montclarion, or even the Medieval Society. 
It’s WMSC - an alternative yet traditional 
college radio station. What’s so interesting 
about it? And just what is all this "alternative" 
mumbo jumbo we keep hearing about?
The term “alternative” is hard to define. 
According to Brian O'Boyle, Public Rela­
tions Director of WMSC, the word “alterna­
tive” in relation to music can have a variety of 
meanings. Nowadays it has the meaning of 
what New Wave used to mean, new music 
that hasn’t become popular as of yet, music 
attempting to create new musical directions. 
This includes some older music as well, older 
songs that haven’t been recognized. Satur­
days at 4 p.m. one could time in and listen to 
a two hour show of punk music before 1983, 
back when punk was still hot.
So what else do they play? And how come 
there aren’t more listeners? Why don’t they 
play Vanilla Ice, and no free tickets for M.C. 
Hammer?!? According to VinToscano, Pro­
duction and Engineering Director, the goal of 
WMSC is to not only give any student here a 
chance to get involved in live radio shows, 
but to give small andunknown bands a chance 
to make it big. Traditionally, college radio 
has been quite successful: bands like the 
Talking Heads, the Police, the B-52’s, 
Depeche Mode, Replacements, Dogzilla, and 
even Metallica would most likely not have 
gotten recognized by major record compa­
nies had it not been for college radio. In fact, 
record companies call up Amy Rosen, Music 
Director, frequently to inquire about what has 
been popular recently.
There are quite a few DJ’s, and more are 
always needed. This, plus the fact that almost 
all requests get played (including the most 
local of local bands), makes this already 
diverse station truly diverse. Local bands! 
Where is a demo tape of, say, the McEarly 
Brothers?
Besides music, WMSC also has hourly 
news updates which they receive through an 
Associated Press Wire. Sunday nights at 8
Cont. on 17
By Eric Erb 
Arts Editor
Theatrical experiences come in all shapes 
and sizes, and this particular experience was 
a rather oblong polygonal sort of shape.
When I think‘Musical’ I think big. I ’ve 
done a spot of theater myself, in houses from 
60 to 600. Most of the work done in smaller 
houses is not musical, so this small cast, 
small audience house caught me off guard. 
But surprises like these make theater an art 
Performances like this Players production 
can allow the unprofessional observer to 
experience the art of theater (which this 
production of Pippin is rich in), without a 
heavy strain ( a mere $2) on the already 
tattered collegiate wallet
The house is a rather unusual space, deep 
in the bowels of the student center annex, 
and completely unsuited for a performance 
of something such as "Pippin." The shape is 
peculiar, there is no natural division between 
house and stage, there are several concrete 
columns, and the acoustics are absolutely 
abominable. The band, which was wedged 
into a comer, sounded tinier than they were, 
and even those with the best voices had to 
work hard to merely be heard in that God 
forsaken room.
Granted there were many flaws. This is 
a college production, and this is to be ex­
pected. Some of the singers became inaudible 
toward the edges of their range, the choreog­
raphy is designed for folks who are actors 
first and dancers second (although some 
scenes were very good). There were brief 
moments when I saw the actor and not the 
character portrayed, but in other instances the 
ham-iness enhanced the show.
The creative ways in which the difficul­
ties of the room are overcome, including an 
oblique audience and two stage areas, are 
worthy of merit. The closeness of the players 
to the audience makes for a more involved 
spectator, which is whatRoger Harson seemed 
to have in mind when he penned "Pippin."
The play itself is wonderfully funny, and 
one of my personal favorites. If you have 
never seen it, you should have by now. It 
portrays the soul searching of a young man 
just out of college in the 780’s Europe. It’s the 
sort of thing people like you should be able to 
relate to. See it twice, or three times.
Opening night is tonight, February 21, 
until Saturday, the 23. The show starts at 8, 
but get there early to sit in the front. If you're 
not into nights, there will be a showing on 
Fridayat2:15. The audience is flat and it gets 
difficult to see over the heads of fellow view­
ers.
Players has had to deal with some moun­
tainous odds in getting this production off the 
ground, and it is a shame that the tyrannical 
theater department won't let them use Memo­
rial Auditorium, because they would have put 
many Departmental-sponsored works to 
shame.
Lambs give 
silent thrill
By Oren Silverstein
Staff Writer
In Jonathan 
Demm e’s new sus­
pense thriller, “The Si­
lence of the Lambs,” 
unspeakable horrors 
occur both on screen 
and off. They are found 
in the form of Buffalo Bill, a serial killer who 
slaughters and skins his victims. They are 
described in the past actions of Dr. Hannibal 
“The Cannibal” Lecter, a brilliant but twisted 
psychiatrist, who would treat the emotional 
distresses of his patients’ minds, then con­
sume their bodies. The horror can be per­
ceived as well in the form of the personal 
demons that plague the film’s protagonist, 
the young F.B.I. trainee, Clarice Starling.
Clarice, played by Jodie Foster, is acti­
vated for duty by her supervisor, Jack 
Crawford (Scott Glenn). Her task is to inter­
view the imprisoned Dr. Lecter and ask for 
his help in drawing up a psychological profile 
of the new killer. She will have to use a friend 
to catch a friend.
The subsequent meetings between Star­
ling and Lecter become the dramatic and 
emotional center of the film. Lecter, being a 
perversely curious man by both nature and 
profession, agrees to help Clarice on one 
condition; for every piece of information he 
gives her on Buffalo Bill, she in turn must 
provide him with information about herself.
Orphaned at an early age, Clarice can 
almost identify with Hannibal as a father 
figure. His cutting remarks and bra tally frank 
observations give her a better insight to who 
she is and the motivations behind her actions. 
Starling finds that she can tell the madman 
Lecter thoughts that she cannot confide to her 
other parental figure, Bureau Director 
Crawford.
As Clarice Starling, Jodie Foster re-af- 
firms her place as one of America’s best 
actresses. In her first role since her Oscar- 
winning performance in “The Accused,” 
Foster gives us a stellar performance as a 
woman determined to escape the memories 
and pain of her small town past. Her determi-
Cont. on 17
Academy Awards Nominations Unpredictable
By Tony Bavaro
Correspondent ___________________ __
“Dances With Wolves," the three hour 
long Western epic from first time director 
Kevin Costner walked off with an enviable 
twelve Academy Award Nominations as the 
Academy announced its award nominees last 
Wednesday. Dubbed impossible to make and 
market by the Hollywood community, the 
film’s nominations included nods for Best 
Picture, Best Director, Best Actor for Costner 
who also stars, Best Supporting Actor for 
Graham Greene (no!, not the British novelist, 
but a Canadian bom native North American 
making his first appearance in a major film), 
and Best Supporting Actress for Mary 
McDonnel.
Amidst a haze of speculation and doubt 
about its box office fate, “Dances With 
Wolves” opened to very favorable reviews 
during the Christmas season (perhaps the 
most prestigious release time for any film), 
and to date has grossed over one hundred 
million dollars. The film’s box office suc­
cess helped carry it in the nominating process 
to be sure. Last year’s biggest grossing film, 
“Ghost,” also received a nominationfor Best 
Picture, even though the film seems out of 
place in the top five list. Commercial success 
can, however, sway voters, particularly in 
the nom inations. W itness the very 
undeserved Best Picture nod given to “Fatal 
Attraction," an implausible and ridiculous 
thriller, three years ago. “Ghost” also re­
ceived recognition for Best Original Screen­
play and Best Supporting Actress for Whoopi 
Goldberg, the one nomination the film truly 
deserved.
Also nominated in the Best Picture cat­
egory were “Awakenings," a sometime too 
sentimental film about a man’s recovery from 
a twenty year trance; “Goodfellas," Martin 
Scorcese’s visually stunning film about 
neighborhood mobsters; and, hard as it may 
seem to believe, Francis Coppola’s “The God­
father Part EQ," a truly awful film which only 
does great injustice to the two previous 
"Godfather" efforts. It is a meandering, aim­
less, silly at times film in which Coppola 
seems to have forgotten the very first lesson he 
learned as a film maker: tell a story.
Joining Costner in the Best Actor cat­
egory are Robert DeNiro as the recovering 
man in “Awakenings," Gerard Depardieu in 
the French language “Cyrano de Bergerac," 
Richard Harris in “The Field," and Jeremy 
Irons as Klaus von Bulow in “Reversal of 
Fortune." Costner appears to be the weakest 
nominee in this category, and his place on the 
list would have been better filled by any 
number of performers, most notably Robin 
Williams in “Awakenings”. Although some 
would argue for the addition of A1 Pacino for 
his work in “The Godfather Part m ,”his per­
formance, albeit attention holding at times, 
often comes across as forced and contrived, 
much like the film itself, and therefore never
Cont on 16
Academy Awards
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Gear Daddies Gear 
Up With New Album
manages to hold our credibility.
Best Actress honors went to Kathy Bates' 
deliciously nutty characterization in “Misery,” 
Anjelica Huston’s knockout performance in 
“The Grifters,” Julia Roberts’ adorable call 
girl in “Pretty Woman,” Meryl Streep’s fine 
comic performance in “Postcards From the 
Edge” (is there anything that the versatile 
M iss Streep can ’t do?), and Joanne 
Woodward’s strong performance in “Mr. and 
Mrs. Bridge.” It is Roberts who seems mis­
placed here. Last year the twenty three year 
old actress received a supporting actress 
nomination for “Steel Magnolias,” a worthy 
honor to be sure. But her turn as the “pretty 
prostitute” should not have secured her a spot 
on the Best Actress list this year, not when the 
Academy passed up Shirley MacLaine in 
“Postcards From the Edge” and Glenn Close 
in “Reversal of Fortune.”
Close also appears to be an obvious omis­
sion from the Best Supporting Actress group 
for her role as Queen Gertrude in “Hamlet.” 
Always a difficult role to play, Close carries 
it off with ease and grace, this despite a 
terribly weak performance by Mel Gibson 
opposite her in the title role. Anette Benning 
in “The Grifters,” Lorraine Bracco in 
“Goodfellas,” and Diane Ladd in “Wild at
Hollow men,
By Neal Dougherty
Correspondent
"Cresta" is the name of the new cassette 
from the Hollow Men. Up front I am going to 
tell you that I like it, this is up front in the 
article, and I do like it. So there you go, and 
now you know, I am an up-front kind of guy 
that likes this recording. Bingo! Case closed. 
Go out and buy it.
However, maybe you ’re not easily swayed 
or as truly transparent as I am. Maybe you 
would like to know more about the release? 
And yes, you are going to learn more about 
the aforesaid Hollow Men, face it, it is inevi­
table even if you throw this paper away 
without reading another word. You will hear 
of them and you will hear them again and 
again. They sound very English like, par­
ticularly due to their vocalist David Ashmore 
who delivers his vocals in a very inherently 
English pseudowhisper. Remember Donovan. 
Mellow Yellow, Sunshine Superman, etc.? 
Remember the English Invasion and sound of 
the sixties? If you don’t, hang out in the game 
room and play the jukebox for a spell. I am 
amazed at the amounts of sixties music I hear 
in there.
I imagine if Donovan had a kid, he would 
sound something like David Ashmore does. 
Kinda Donovan like if you can imagine 
Donovan doing quaaludes coming down off 
of acid, calm but inspired, psychedelic folk if 
you will. "Cresta is very sixties" flavored 
however, it is simultaneously enhanced with
Heart” complete the supporting actress cat­
egory.
Those who were disappointed by Pacino’s 
absence from the Best Actor list might be 
comforted to his name among the nominees 
for Best Supporting Actor for his perfor­
mance as a vicious villain in “Dick Tracy.” 
Filling out the supporting actor slots are Andy 
Garcia in “The Godfather Part HI,” Joe Pesci 
in “Goodfellas,” and Bruce Davison in 
“Longtime Companion.”
The absence of “Longtime Companion" 
from any of the other categories cannot go 
without comment. The film follows the fate 
of a man suffering from AIDS, and in an era 
of hysterics andpreachmentitapproaches the 
issue in an almost forgotten way: from the 
human angle. It is absorbing, probing, and 
intelligent, and should have been a shoe in for 
a screenplay nomination and probably a Best 
Picture nod as well. But in a year when voters 
rushed out to nominate “Ghost” and “The 
Godfather Part HI,” a film like "Longtime 
Companion” found no room on the list.
The Academy Awards will be presented 
on March 25th and broadcast live from the 
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.
Solid music
nineties technology. I wonder if Donovan did 
have a kid just how many names his kid 
would have? There is a one named acoustical 
guitarist in the band. His name is Choque. He 
does an ample acoustical job, my mentioning 
him and his single moniker serves no apparent 
purpose save that of firming up the Donovan 
correlation and my contention that they sound 
alike. Sometimes they sound like a tranquil 
INXS, again calm and sedated. However, I 
must stress and otherwise emphasize the 
currentness of "Cresta.” Irregardless of my 
identification with the sixties, this band is an 
example of just how music and technology 
can be integrated.
The Hollow Men inspired a whole plethora 
of thoughts, memories, recollections, and 
other irreverence within me at times (Don’t 
Slow Down) they sounded very John Shaft 
like ala Issaic Hayes at his wah wah pedal 
finest. I recalled my own psychedelia and the 
softer times that corresponded with said 
psychedelia. I thought of Donovan smoking 
banana peels. I recalled Keith and the rest of 
the one named sixties singers. I am a poet, a 
writer, and a truck driver who delights in 
causing my readers to recall, to recollect, to 
reminisce, to otherwise journey through the 
memoirs of their mind. "Cresta" causedme to 
do all of these things and I am grateful, as I 
had a fine time doing just that Other times 
they were mellow and mesmerizing, hell, 
they are very easy to fall asleep to. And 
Bonnie likes them. And so do I. And so 
should you.
By Laune Jeffers
Staff Writer
The time is 1980-something. The place: 
High school. Three aspiring young men, 
Martin Zellar (guitar, vocals, harmonica), 
Nick Ciola (bass), and Billy Dankert (drums, 
vocals, harmonica) start to form a band. Later, 
playing clubs in M inneapolis, Randy 
Broughten (guitar, pedal steel, dobro) be­
comes an addition to the group, and Gear 
Daddies is formed.
After a four year struggle to the top of 
Minneapolis’s club scene they released their 
first album in 1988, "Let’s Go Scare Al."
Two years later, we have "Billy’s Live 
Bait," which features songs such as “Don’t 
Look At Me,” “No One’s Home,” and my 
personal favorite, “Stupid Boy.” Just let your 
mind wander with those titles for a while and 
you begin to realize how unique Gear Dad­
dies really is.
Gear Daddies have become “the best- 
known export of Austin, Minnesota since 
Hormel’s canned mystery meat, Spam.” Ex­
citing, huh? Well, if you’ve never heard of 
them, you’re not alone. I haven’t heard of 
them either, but, I ’m sure glad I know them 
now.
Sculpture in
By Maria Russo
Staff Writer _________________
Attention novices and art lovers, there has 
been an explosion of creativity brought to the 
campus of MSC! Now appearing is the works 
of George Tarr and Rosalyn Kane.
George Tarr is known for his unique, 
intuitive sculptures and paintings. Most of his 
sculptures are designed out of welded steel or 
limestone. Each one of his steel sculptures 
resemble several different configurations 
welded together to create either a familiar 
figure or a masterpiece of entanglement. His 
paintings go toextremes. They are either very 
vivid in color or very neutral.
Rosalyn Kane’s sculptures and paintings 
can be described to contain much emotion 
and movement in them. They are very vivid
The Gear Daddies are hard to describe. 
They don’t fool around with too much amp 
action, crazy technical effects, or “funky- 
fresh” M.C. Hammer outfits in concert. “We 
don’t try and kill ya onstage,” Zellar says. 
They play good, honest rock-and-roll in their 
T-shirts, rippied jeans and baseball caps.
Their music has special meaning which 
they try to convey to their audience. That 
would be very nice if you could understand 
what in the world they are saying at times 
(and, I might add, the lyrics aren’t written 
inside the C.D.).
Regardless, the music is excellent and 
since we have all grown attached to many 
different artists we can hardly understand 
(Ex. James Brown), I ’ll let that small factor 
slip by.
It’s been said the Gear Daddies mix 
“straight-up, four on the floor with a plaintive 
twang of an occasional ballad.” That sounds 
pretty good to me. It’s also good to mention 
you can sit back and relax to this music. JuSt 
don’t pull your hair out over the lyrics-if you 
keep rewinding to figure out “What was that 
he said?”, you’ll just start to freak.
Get comfortable and enjoy.
****
the galleries
in color and in their expression of movement. 
For example, in one of her paintings entitled, 
“Dancers", one can actually envision the 
movements of the dancers in the painting, 
through the colors she uses and the way she 
designs their movements.
Both Tarr’s and Kane’s works are a sight 
to see. Both have their own individual cre­
ativity that is displayed in their art. Between 
Kane’s expressive, motivating paintings and 
Tarr’s instinctive sculptures that are almost 
life like, they are purely a gallery of master­
pieces.
Rosalyn Kane’s art is now on display in 
the Sprague Gallery, in the lobby of the 
Sprague Library and George Tarr’s are on 
display in Gallery One, which is located in 
Life Hall Annex. They will be exhibited until 
Feb. 28.
The Montclarion
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What's going on Lambs
3m
WMSC
From 15
p.m. there is a talk show concerning public 
affairs. But the most promising reason to 
tune in otherwise is free tickets to concerts 
and clubs, as well as free albums. Recently, 
free INXS albums and concert tickets were 
given out; Cindy Lauper tickets, and free 
admission to the Marquee and Stone Pony are 
coming up soon.
Finally, one last word on the DJs: They do 
have about 10,000 albums to choose from, 
and the average show expects to be heard 
within a 15-mile radius. Dave Schablak, one 
of the DJs, has been doing quite a few live 
interview shows; on a recent show he got to 
talk to Yuri Naumov, who now sings the 
blues after having defected from Russia.
O'Boyle said that WMSC would like to be 
bigger, but because of the many stations on 
the FM dial there probably is not much of a 
chance for the station to expand. Another 
drawback is occasional interferences from 
WKXW 101.5 in Trenton.
Everyone we talked to was enthusiastic 
and dedicated. Even if you might not like 
some of their selections, do give WMSC a 
chance, as they do deserve credit.
Piano Recital. Monica Jakuc and 
Raphael Atlas. March 19, 8pm McEachem 
Recital Hall. Free. 893-5228
Kyoto Fibers. 5 Japanese artists.March 
8-April 1. Reception March 13, 4-6pm. 
College Art Gallery, Life Hall. Free. 893- 
5113
Photography. Gideon Steele. March 
5-30. Gallery One, Life Hall Annex. Free. 
893-5113
Paintings. Onyile B. Onyile. March 5- 
30. Sprague Gallery, Sprague Library. Free. 
893-5113
Art Forum Lecture Series. Varying 
topics.Every Thursday 3-5pm. Calcia Audi­
torium. Free. 893-4307
Film Series. Why we Fight/Why we 
Don't; Images of War. Varying war-related 
films. Every Sunday at 7:30. Calcia Audi­
torium. Free. 893-7565
Danceworks. Montclair State students 
at their best. February 28, March 1 and 2 at 
8pm. March 1 at2:15. Memorial Auditorium. 
$3.50 for MSC students. More if you're not. 
893-5112
Royal Coronation. Authentic Medi­
eval court, ceremony,music. March 1,5pm. 
Kops Lounge, Russ Hall. Eric at 893-4202
Pippin. February 21-23 at 8pm. Feb. 22 
at 2:15. Student Center Annex 126. $2. 893- 
5159
Mainstage Theatre Series 
rtment of Broadcasting, Dance, Speech 
Communication and Theatre 
School of Fine and Performing Arts 
presents 
Danceworks '91 
exciting...diver$e 
annual festival of dance 
February 28th and March 1st and 2nd at 8pm 
March 1st at 2:15pm 
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
For ticket information and reservations call 893-5112
Joe Scriff
from
NJARA
Feb 2 6 , 1991  
7 :3 0  p.m . 
Kopps Lounge 
in R uss H all
Sponsored by 
"Conservation Club" 
a class I o f the SGA
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nation, resourcefulness, and inner strength 
makes the audience cheer for her to the end.
Because female leads are too often por­
trayed as helpless victims or domineering 
bitches, it is a welcome change to see one 
where the heroine is neither of these. Instead 
of seeing a woman who is victimized by both 
life and those around her and depend on 
others to rescue them, as is the case in films 
like “Pretty Woman,” “Ghost,” and “Sleep­
ing with the Enemy,” we have here a heroine 
in “Silence of the Lambs” like Clarice Star­
ling who, while aware of her limitations, is 
willing and determined to best the challenge 
by means of her own efforts.
Unlike other movie psychopaths, Anthony 
Hopkins’ Hannibal the Cannibal is a believ­
able and truly frightening character. As op­
posed to most other movie monsters, fear 
comes not from a dumb, plodding, almost 
primordial viciousness that is characteristic 
of friends like Jason and Leatherface, but 
from a diabolical, although brilliant man. 
With his impeccable manners, grooming and 
vaguely aristocratic accent, Hopkins presents 
to us a man who while almost unspeakably 
evil, is at the same time almost mesmerizing 
because of his charm and fearsome intelli­
gence. His actions are such abominations not 
strictly due to their particular viciousness, but 
rather because of his matter-of-fact attitude 
toward them. In one scene, he describeed that 
when he ate the liver of one of his patients, he 
served it with fava beans and a nice Chianti.
It is noteworthy to mention that, despite 
the subject matter of serial murder, there is 
curiously little violence. Of what violence 
there is, the camera eye does not revel in gore; 
rather it keeps an almost clinical perspective. 
The glimpses caught of flayed bodies do not 
provide the perverse thrills so common in 
splatter films. What the audience feels is a 
sadness for the victims that they were forced 
to suffer the horrible and tragic fate they did.
“Silence of the Lambs” is stylistically 
different from its predecessor, the 1986 film 
“Manhunter,” in which Hannibal the Canni­
bal also appeared. Directed by the creator of 
“Miami Vice,” that film was almost an exer­
cise in avant-garde moviemaking; all stark 
white surfaces, deep blue shadows and al­
most minimalist dialogue. In “Silence of the 
Lambs,” there is a sense of greater depth and 
substance. Production designer Kristi gives 
us images of grubby Appalachian towns and 
the forbidding dungeon-like madhouse prison 
that holds Lecter. Ted Tally’s adaptation of 
Thomas Harris’ novel gives us crisp dialogue 
intended for adults.
To be honest, the film is not for every­
body. The plot is not as easy to follow as one 
might expect and needs to be paid attention to 
in order to pick up small, but noteworthy 
details. Of more importance, there are several 
scenes that are extremely upsetting and deeply 
disturbing due to their graphic nature. But if 
you are not easily upset, “Silence of the 
Lambs” comes highly recommended. This is 
a horror-thriller for those who hate horror- 
thrillers.
CLASS ONE
CONCERTS PRESENTS
Battle of the 
Bands
Tuesday, March 5th 
9:00pm
in the Student Center 
Ballrooms
i ~  i
$2 Students 
$3 Non-students
You can help determine the winner!!!
Class 1 Concerts is a Class One o f the SGA
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Winner will receive an assortment of 1991 Spring Week promotional ite $ | and 
the glory of having his/her artwork emblazoned across campus.
This year's theme is: DO | ;K CHILL DD
Please submit all artwork in an 8 X 10 format. 
* 1 black and white 
* 1 five color
Must say "MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE" AND "CLUB IS A CLASS I ORGANIZATION OF THE
SGA"
Entries must be received by 12:00pm on February 25,1991
Bring Entries to room 112D in the Student Center Annex (Club Office)
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P E R S O N A L S  / C L A S S T F I E D S
-WAKE -N- BAKE! Spring Break in 
Jamaica/Cancun from $4591 ! A week of 
fun & sun at the year’s hottest destination. 
Sun Splash Tours 1-800-426-7710 
-11/2 rooms available in U. Montclair 
home. Rent free in exchange for some 
child care. If interested call 509-2288. 
Ask for Sheryl.
-Help Wanted: Commissions $400-$ 1000 
per week, great pay as you go through 
school. Students have done very well 
working for us. Need a car. Call Bonnie 
343-3488 or leave a message.
-Douglas Janes: Please call home. We 
love you. Mom
-TOP N.Y.S. COED SLEEPAWAY 
CAMP PAYING TOP SALARIES 
seeking: Counselors, Lifeguards, All
specialties. Contact Ron Klein, Director, 
Camp Kinder Ring, 45 E. 33rd St. NYC 
10016. (212)889-6800 Ext. 272 
-CARIBBEAN ONLY $189! Why freeze? 
For only $189 you can be lying in the sun 
of the Caribbean/Mexican coast for a week! 
SUNHITCH(TM) 212-864-2000. 
-HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUM­
MER? Jet there anytime with 
AIRHITCH(R). (As reported in NY Times 
& Let’s Go!) AIRHITCH(R) 212-864- 
2000
-SUMMER COUNSELORS, ATHLETIC 
EXPERIENCE, Outstanding New York 
Stated Coed Children’s Resident Camp. 
Two hours from New York City. Beautiful 
facilities. 914-693-3037. Camp 
Kennybrook, 19 Southway Hartsdale, New
-Steve Z. - Happy Valentines day! Cotillion 
is going to be great. Party!!! Love your 
date.
-PZ 62- Perhaps I will run into you at 
Cotillion? AIX 94.
-Dee: Good luck on Friday. You’re finally 
presented. I love ya honey. Love, Chri 
-Barbara- Have a happy Valentines day. 
Love your little Kelli 
-To All Ladies! Physicals are being given 
by Dr. Tom and Dr. Russ in the Yearbook 
office. Sign up now!
-Brain- Happy Valentines Day! I love you 
& I ’m glad things are back to normal.
Love, Sharyn
-Maria: Good luck on Friday! Have an 
awesome time. Love, Sharyn 
-Kevin - You are the best & I love you very 
much. Happy Valentines Day - Very 
creative, huh? Love, Wendy 
-Frank(ZBT) - Ready to have fun at 
Cotillion, don’t forget our routine!! Kelli 
-Joan - Usually the Aggressor ARED you?
We’ll See.....-Chuck AXP #30
-Michele R. - Be good! Blue Hawaiian 
Baby... Steve, you are a scum! But, We are 
the BEAUTIFUL people! Love, Chrissy 
-Car- Thanks for all your help - even in my 
stories. You are definetely a 1 - water, 
water, warer. Love you. Your roommate, 
sister & friend, Ali
-Lynda and Sheryl: Happy Valentines 
Day. I love you guys! Chris 
-Margaret & Jill: I hope you had a good 
time Fri. Free, Free, Free! Love, Chri 
-Lee-Ann, Happy valentines day! I love
awesome. I love ya! Love, your big 
-George, Let’s put it this way, we cheer­
leaders are flexable! Russ-T 
-Men R Scum - especially ANIMALS that 
start with a W!
-Stephanie, My date - We’re gonna have a 
kickin’ time at Cotillion! By the way 
would you prefer a wrist corsage or a single 
rose!!? Love, Alvin
-Tony- Happy Valentines Day. Don’t be 
suCh a stranger. Love Katrina 
-Mike (D-Chi) YOUR A JERK 
-Steve(D-Chi) Cotillion will be awesome! I 
Can’t Wait! Love Danielle 
-Happy Birthday Mike!! Love, Chri 
-PZ 57 - Watcg out for those deadly 
bulletin boards and the barricades to your 
bedroom - HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! 
Luv, AIX #94
-Jill(IOTA): Your the best friend ever! 
(Alcoholic) I love you!! -Danielle 
-Eileen(IOTA): Your the best big! Thanks 
for everything! I love you. Danielle 
-Donna- Happy Valentines Day! You mean 
more and more to me everyday. Love,
Mike
-Dee - Friday’s going to be awesome. I 
can’t wait to present the prettiest woman at 
cotillion! I love you more than anything. - 
Mike
-MSC Women’s Swim team - Great job at 
Mets. Congratulations on a fine season.
Till next season...Keep in shape!! Lori 
-To my roomies in 208B - Oh what a night! 
Love Donnelay
-Barbara - Looking forward to Dinner
York 10530
-Need money for your organization? Call 
the Alumni Office and let me tell you how 
we can help you To find out more about 
participating in Phonathon (and making 
money for your organization). Please call 
ex t 4141 and ask Lisa Bogart, p.s. Dates 
for this year’s Phonathon are February 25- 
28 and March 4-7,1991.
-Child Care - Responsible, caring person 
for 4 year old girl, Monday - Friday 7:30 - 
3;30. References and drivers license 
required. In Livingston. Call evenings 
992-5784
-RESUME SERVICES: Resume writing 
and printing, quickly and professionally, no 
hidden fees, no counseling. Call now for 
information; Leave a message. KM&M
tonight. -Jerry
- To my Iota roomies in 208B - memorize 
those words “Oh what a night” Friday will 
be. September of 1963 - oops! I mean 
December! Love, Lisa 
-To the sisters of Iota Gamma Xi: Happy 
Valentines Day. It’s great to be back. Love 
and sisterhood, Lisa
-Gina(IOTA): Your’e the best little. Good
luck on Friday, don’t trip! We’re gonna
have a blast. Luv ya, your big
-AXP - Great Victory against TKE. Take
pride in AXP. —Milkman #30
-To all sororities: Keep your hands on your
own dates, it’s your own fault if you don’t
have an awesome date.
-Rob(TKE): Eventhough I did NOT write 
you that damn queer personal, I am 
psyched for cotillion and I love you! -Laur 
-Nicky(TKE): We’re not psycho - really 
we’re not! The police left, didn’t they? 
Love Laurie & Carol (Iota)
-Chuck, Eight times wasn’t enough. You 
should seek therapy honey! Lustfully 
yours, Trixie
-Mike: Happy Valentines Day and Happy 
Birthday!! I am really siked for Friday 
Cause I have the best date! Love, Donna
-Sam, Lizzy & Anna - You guys are the 
best littles - sigma forever -Netter 
-Angelo- thanks for a fabulous time at 
cotillion! Love Pam 
-Sharyn(Iota) Thanks for always being 
there for me, I know I can count on you! - 
You know who
-Jeff(CROW) thanks for being there for 
me. Your’e awesome. Love, Nancy 
-Too many people to name - Thank you for 
all your support and understanding in our 
time of need. The sisters of Phi Sigma
ASSOCIATES @ (201)515-0504.
-1985 Nissan Pulsar NX Auto, A/C, PS, 
PB, Sunroof, AM/FM stereo, 58,000 miles, 
garage kept, 1 owner, mint condition, 
$4495, Call 633-9161.
-AL’S ACTION TYPING : Resumes, 
Papers, Letters. Accurate - prompt service. 
Reasonable prices. SPECIAL - We will 
help you write your resume; print 25 copies 
of a one page resume for $40.00, a two 
page one for $50.00. Dial 994-9592. 
-Responsible, reliable caretaker for 2 year 
old in our Montclair home. Must have own 
transportation. Two afternoons 2 pm - 9 
pm. $5/hr. Call Alaine Nesmith at 783- 
4589.
WE NEED 
SELF-MOTIVATED 
STUDENTS. 
E A R N U P T0$10/H R .
Market credit cards on 
campus. Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available.
Call Now
1-800-950-8472 E x t.2 0 ^
-Laurie, Please pledge! I love you! Love 
your roomie
-Andy - Let’s stay together forever. - 
Literally N.V.
-Audrey - I ’ve missed you. I ’m so glad 
we’re trying. Love, always Becky 
-Tommy - (Delta Chi) I hope you haven’t 
forgotten...my hands can work magic.. Can 
I interest you in a massage.
-Jerry(tke) Hi sweetie! thank you for 
valentines day, Your’e the best! Love 
Tequila
-Anthony - 1 had a great time at cotillion. It
meant a lot to me that you were the one to
present me. Thanks. Love, Col
-DOG - did you have a good time? I did!
Thanks a bunch. Love Annette
-To all my PSS sisters - 1 love you all - Be
strong. -#1
-Hey Punky - You’re an awesome little, i 
love ya. Love your big 
-TKE - fine showing at cotillion. Two 
brothers fighting, stitches, and a hole in the 
wall. Its time to grow up...
-Cathy(clc) Whats the wonderful thing 
about Tiggers? cont. on next page
Sprity Qreat '91
M E X I C O
Cancún, Acapulco¿VMMtro tti
$ 429 _EJL
[JAMAICA
Montego Say, TfggriC 
from
$ 4 5 9 _££i.
L O R I D
(Daytona Staci, (Panama ita c i  
from
$ 115 r .p
All package tripa Includa:
•Round trip  alr-ou:is from select citiesi i ;
Seven (7) nights lodging at your choice of hotels 
•Alrport/notel transfers
• Free club admissions and parties (Party Cruise In Nassau)
• Welcome Briefing(optional activities offered)
• Staff on location
• A ll taxes and gratuities, except departure taxes
and any imposed airport head charges________________
Contact Campus Rep. Jim Geotgous 
46 Wyckoff Street, Suite B 
New Brunswick,NJ 08901 
(908) 220-9786
-To all the sisters of Iota Gamma Xi - Any 
formal is amazing with all of you. - 
LeighAnn
-Cin - The Blonde Bimbo - How many
more days till our furious days’ -Vale
-To my favorite StudMuffin - How many
was that? Love, Meaghan
-Jessica - Eat, drink, and kiss boys! Love,
Me
-Bejavi - Performing live tonight at Club El 
Eden in Passaic. Be there!
-To Tony C. - Hang in there babe, you can 
make it!
-Hang in there Lakey, Louie, Ray and 
Efrain! You can do it.
-To the pledges of Iota Gamma Xi - Best of 
luck!
-Maria (Iota) - Congrats on being pre­
sented! Your’e awesome! Love, Your big, 
big
-Alicia - Hang in there! I ’m here for you. 
Love, Lisa
-Donna - You’re done already?! Love, 
Chrissy
-The sisters of Lambda Tau Omega support 
the troops. God Bless you and come home 
soon.
-Happy Birthday Belinda of Lambda Tau 
Omega Sorority.
-Hey Dog - Did you see the size of that 
chicken.
-Good luck to the new DeHa’s of SDT. 
Strive for all yo desire!
-Dave - (PZ10) thanks for making Cotillion 
awesome. You were a great date. LeighAnn 
-Bill - You’re the best! Cotillion was 
awesome! Thanks for being a friend! Lisa 
-Wedge: Thanks for an AWESOME 
weekend! The Vatican Poster Girl 
-To the exec. bd. of ISC - You did an 
awesome job on cotillion - thank you - the 
sisters of Iota Gamma Xi 
-Nat - We are having the time of our lives. 
Don’t worry about anything anymore. You 
are the best roomie, Men suck! Love, 
Donna
-Jen Gattie - “Great job, hon!” Love, Lisa 
-Chris & Joann (Sigma) Stacey(sdt) - Great 
valentine bonding. Kerri(sdt)
-Kim, Stacey, Krissy - Every Sunday night, 
let’s make it a drunk bonding night. -Ali 
-Suzanne - You’re the best little! Thanks 
for everything. I love you! Love your big, 
Donna
-Carol ( IOTA) - You are the best roomate 
ever, here’s to a semester from hell...Your 
roomie
-Ynot Personal Plates -Virginia Beach
-Ynot - I ’ll be yours today - tommorow -
and forever! Love you, Cyndi
-Jill - Knocking over the wall unit - Keep
partying buddy - rockin weekend! AIX
Sumi
-Michele - Be Good! I love ya. Chrissy 
- Christian - Thanks for being an awesome 
date. Love, Nichol
-Kara - 1 love you so much! Sisterhood is 
the important “s”. Yabba! Lisa 
-Liz - He digs me...Just kidding 
-Sheryl(iota) - Here’s to a great semester. I 
love you soooo much. Your big sis, 
LeighAnn
-To Mary Beth, Sheila, and Joann (Pledges 
of Sigma Delta Phi) Good luck in your 
next 4 weeks. You guys can do it! - Elsa 
-Mary Beth’s fallen and she can’t get up! - 
“The Babes”
-Lucy - I ’m a little clueless. Give me a 
hint....please. Love Darla
-Karen - Sdphi - 1 am so happy you are 
back!! Love ya, N.V.
-Ana, Lee Ann, Janet, Sharon, Tracey K, 
Nance V., Barb, Koran, Jeanne: Beta 
Lambda Forever. SDPhi. Love my opledge 
sisters a big bunch. Alfer 
-Jen, You can flirt and I coyld ho- we don’t 
need fake ID’s. Love, “The Ho”
-Steen - Try staring at the road a little 
harder...Steve
-Chuck D. - 1 want to Rub you the right 
way, -Unhibited
-TKE - Cotillion - Now that’s brotherhood 
-To the “Coolest Pledges” - Friendship, 
has a great meaning. But, not always does 
it mean to others as much as one believes. 
All in this world has its limits, one just 
needs to know when and how to set them. 
Realizing that limits are “A part of life”. 
Mee
-Carissa - (SDT) Your awesome. #35 
-Marc ( ZBT) - Help me with my math. 
Debbie
-Billy T. Thanks for everything! Love Kat 
-Kim(SDT) -Did anyone say Citron? Not 
me.
-Jeanine - What’s the name of the tape? 
Kit-Kat
-Amy - (D Phi E Pledge) MDickH -Steen(D 
Phi E Pledge
-Honey lamb - Saturday nite was a blast!
Oh sure...
-To the four amigos - Valentines was great! 
I hope everything keeps gong as well as it
is...Mo
-Rob - 1 had an awesome time at Cotillion! 
You’re the greatest honey! I love y ou- 
Laur
-Chuck - If you dont tell Mike to stop 
walking in on us, its over! Trixie 
-Becky & Steph - You did such a good job! 
We all love you! B.L.
-AIX -cellent
-Mary - You made valentines day bearable. 
Who needs those pigs anyway? Love 
Jeanine
-Danielle(Iota) - Thanks for a great time. 
Steve
-PZ90 “In your eyes - the light, the heat...”
-To the “Dude Crew” - Good luck pledging
TKE! Love ya, Christine
-Kevin - 1 love you & You are an awesome
cotillion date. (I think) Love always,
Wendy
-JD - Glad you had a great time. Thanx for 
everything. -Deb
-Jason (zbt) -Thanks for going with me to 
the cotillioa I had the best date there.
Love, Samantha
-Gail -HOMEWORK? Study? Not gonna 
do it! Wouldn’t be prudent! Love ya, 
Sharon
-AIX #89 You are f—ing wonderful!
- Iota - You guys are awesome. Cotillion 
was kickin’ I love you all. Joanne 
-Judy - Cotillion ruled even though we got 
stuck in a dirty cab! I love you. Joanne 
-Sharonda - Do you vogue or go you GQ?
I don’t know about you but I prefer GQ!!! 
Me!
-^ ik e  - 1 had a great time at Cotillion! 
Thanks a lot! Love you Donna 
-To Alan(ZBT) Dancing with you was a 
blast Fri. Nite. Luv you,
Guess who
-BA - thanks for being an awesome date. 
Love, Doodle
-Sisters of Iota: Thanks for keeping me 
standing. Tell me stories -Love, Terri
-Ara - You were a GREAT date! Hope you 
had fun! Love Ginger 
-Doodle - Keep your eye on Bunky, I think 
Ginger is getting dangerous...
-Jen G(Iota) - 1 love you, even though you 
torment me! -KICK ME!!! Luv, Your big 
-Welcome to the pledge Zeta class of Delta 
phi epsilon. Love all the sisters 
-The legend of Andy meister Tinkelberry 
lives on and on and on...
-Lance - 1 had the best time and the best
date! Thanx. Luv Cindy
-To Kris, Beth, Patty, Darlene, & Robyn:
Thanks so much for making Cotillion so
much fun! Love Stefanie
-Crash and bum -if it’s possible Love,
Debbie Gibson
-Ana, I need I.D.I! You’re the best. I love 
ya. Patrice
-Attention all sororities, Let’s crash RCB! 
-Dani R. - Chi e ’ Giovanni Camminare? 
-Laurie - 1 had a great time at cotillion. 
Looking forward to RCB. Love, Rob 
-Trixie - We have to leam to stay in our 
own bed. Not 8 times but still great. 
Lustfully, Chuck
-FYI - Billy and Keith are NOT twins! -so 
get a clue!
-Shar - How’s my bestest doin? Love your 
big
-Jenn & Donna - Thanx for always listen­
ing to me. Janie (stories)
-To Gina, You were the best dance I had 
the whole night. Admirer in ZBT 
-BJ - Billy’s mine, you can have Keith, but 
just so you know, Billy has better teeth! Lis 
-Hey Uncle Bob - Make me one of you 
drinks (c. shots) and I’ll be the three man. 
Zool -Delay
-Lori (Iota) I had a great time at cotillio. 
Your the best date a guy could ask for..Rob 
-Try to cut a bagel in 12 pieces using only 
3 straight cuts. Delta Chi 
-To all - Jealous? Rho Zeta 
-Hey CharO and Elvira...How do you feel 
aboyt the men of Delta Chi? Luv, Ginger 
-Baby, You looked beautiful! I hope the 
night was special for you. Staci 
-Karen H. - thanks for the dance. PZ82 
-Laurie - the search for shelter is on. Lynn 
-Beta Nu - Good luck with pledging. Kelli 
-Keith Van Ness - WATCH IT!
-Pat(TKE) someone is watching you... 
-Kelly, Thank you so much. I had a great 
time at Cotillion. I ’m just really sorry I had 
to leave. Thanks again. John Tke PZ 82 
-TKE - Nice show of brotherhood at 
cotillion!
-To the dancing elephants on the third floor 
- Go to Bed!!
-Doug - Thanks for last weekend! I had a
great time. I love you -me
-MONTE - here are your walking papers,
save your breath, just leave. Your secret
admirer
-Tiz - Thanks again...Love, KELLY
BUNDY
-To Lisa M. (D-Phi-E) You truly are my
sister! I love you, Kara
-VanNess brothers - if your mother had
named Keith, Ted, would you be excellent?
-To all AIX Bahama Women - 30 more
days...can’t wait. Think thin!!! Love &
Sisterhood, Hillary
-Scott & Jack - The two best dates at
cotillion....You guys are awesome. Dana &
Karen
-TKE, You were a disgrace at 
cotillion..You should be banned from all 
greek social functions!!
-Does anyone know where I can find an 
SGW?
-Melina - Your so HOT! Computer Partner
-Greg(TKE) I love you
-Kimmer, Your still a cowmilker too - 1
miss you. Love Tracey
-Laura - 1 miss you. Im here if you need
someone to talk to. Love yoy little little
-To my big - It was destiny. Your the only
one for me. Love, Streak
-Joann - Now, what do you want on your
bagel? Luv, Diane
-Sinead - 1 love ya little. -Your brat big 
-Becky - Are we going to class? Drag me 
there. Dizzy Nan
-Johnny Walker - You crack me up! 
-Frank(ZBT) Had a great time at Cotillion, 
thanks for going. Kelli 
-Hey you with the pony tail - Do those 
looks have any feelings attached to them? 
-Rich - 1 want to be friends again. I miss 
our talks. -Jenn
-Barbara - So does this make both of us 
groupies. Love, Barbie 
-Happy 21st birthday to my big TMcG. I 
love you. Jen
-To all Iota sisters - You are the best - 
thanks for all you help, I love you. Jen 
-Nikki(Iota) You were the best date at 
cotillion, I love you. Love Mel 
-Terri - Your the best big. Mel 
-Doug Arms - What is you problem?
-Hey cousin, I hope you can come around 
more. I miss you a lot. Love,
Rapunzel
-I love you Sue and Melissa Love your 
admirers
-Doug, thanx for an awesome time at 
cotillion. I had the best time and the best 
date. Luv ya! Gee
-To my big Carol - You are the best! I love 
you. You looked awesome at cotillion! luv 
your little
-Donna - cotillion was awesome! I was so 
proud to present the prettiest woman there.
I love you! -Mike
-Laurie(iota) thanks for always being there.
I love you soooo much! Love,
Debs(Sigma)
-Melissa - Nature shows at 4:08 am rule.
Love your roomie
-Dimps - You’re the best! Al.
Deadline For 
Personals is 
Monday 3 p.m.
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Now you can afford to dream in color.
Apple intn »duces the Maeintc »sh LC
If you thought that finding a color 
Macintosh® system you could afford 
was just a dream, then the new; affordable Macintosh LC is a dream 
come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display 
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets 
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to 
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the 
same, consistent way—so once you’ve learned one program, you’re well 
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor­
mation with someone who uses a different type of com puter-thanks to 
the versatile Apple® SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to Macintosh, 
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch 
vourself. It’s better than a d ream -it’s a Macintosh.
File Edit Input Notebook Manipulate Graph Prefs
x«yx< yx> !
x*yXrfyxfcy l x  f i x  
' SxQ x! x * |n x  j |x
L(x) ln(x) 
sin(x) sinh(x)
cos(x) cosh(x)
1D B  Laplace Transforms I IGlass Rtom
0  r  « V(2, i)(0 ,*) [*in(f)+ 1] + V p , 1][*-*] [ -  sin(*)+ 1] 
0 t « 3 ________________________________________ t ran sfo rm
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Trash
For further information visit
The College Store
The power to be your best™ © 1990 Apple Computer. Inc Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc SuperDrive and "The power to be your best” are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Cohesion's Corner“ 1—1” ■ By Glen Haerle “ “
B.D. Posse holds top spot
4. Pat Brunner PRP 15.5Another week of competition is in the 
books. While some contests were close, 
others were major blowouts, and some teams 
even managed to break the 100 point mark.
Listed below is Cohesion’s top 5 for this 
week. There are only 6 undefeated teams left 
Unfortunately, only 5 can make Cohesion’s 
Top 5. The sixth undefeated team, the Rho- 
Men, lead by guard Eddie White, are 
undefeated at 4-0, but have yet to play a tough 
opponent
1. B.D. Posse 5-0
2. We All Dat 4-0
3. PJLP. 4-0
4. Gamblers 64)
5. Spyro Gyros 5-0
B.D. Posse is “pressing teams into losing
by large margins. They play smothering full 
court press that make it difficult for their 
opponents to get the ball past half-court This 
team is so quick that they play tight man-to­
man defense all the way up the court The 
result has been an average margin of victory 
of 44 points.
B.D.P. also has total control of the offen­
sive boards. When their outside shooters aren’t 
hitting, Amod Field, Will Jones andL.T. are 
going above the rim to grab offensive rebounds 
for easy layups.
“We All Dat” are led by the two leading 
scorers of the NBA - John Clidy and IBN 
Muhammed. “We All Dat” has yet to play a 
strong opponent and has been breezing 
through their schedule.
P.R.P. has been led by guards Bryan 
Gabriel and Pat Brunner and center Duke 
Harding. However, P.R.P. did receive a scare 
from winless TKE. TKE played P.R.P. tough 
and hung within 7 points for a good part of the 
game.
The Gamblers are paced with a balance of 
scoring. Even though they have not been 
scoring heavily, Troy Scott and Monte Perez 
have been playing their roles at power forward 
and point guard.
Moving into the top 5 is the Spyro-Gyros. 
The Spyro-Gyros have come through in the 
clutch during two close games. With an 
overtime victory over a tough Senate B team 
and a close victory over the Bros, this team is 
a gutsy team. This team has a balance of 
scoring. Ron Papa, Billy Fitzpatrick and John 
Galasso have been dominating under the 
boards while the backcourt of John Clarke 
and John Rubinetti has been dazzling.
The Zoo drops out of the top 5 with a 54- 
50 loss to the No-Names. The Zoo felt the 
effects of not having scorer Julio Ramos and 
lost a tough game. Frank Basile kept the Zoo 
in the game with his 3 point shots and ended 
up scoring 33 points.
Listed below are the top 5 scorers in each 
conference.
CBA
1. Brett Charlston Senate B 29.3 
PPg
2. Bryan Gabriel PRP 203 
PPg
3. Paul Doran Gym Rats 16.0
PPg
PPg
5. Duke Harding PRP 15.5
PPg
ABA
I. Tom Dudley NoNames 24
PPg
2. Frank Basile The Zoo 19.6
PPg
3. Will Jones BDP 18
PPg
4. Tim McCarthur Montclarion
1« PPg
5. Amod Field BDP 15.5
PPg
NBA
1. John Clidy We All Dat 25
PPg
2. IBN Muhammed We All Dat 
ioppg
3. Mike Weatherstone Gamblers 
15.6 ppg
4. Scott Shepard Gamblers 14.6 
PPg
5. Carl Buffalino Gamblers 13 
PPg
—  Co’s C om m en ts-----
My comments this week concern teams 
that runup the score against obviously weaker 
opponents.
The other night I was watching the game 
in which a team that shall remain nameless 
(BDP) had accumulated a lead early jn the 
second half that assured them a victory. Instead 
of trying to run out the clock and let the 
inferior team shoot, the team that shall remain 
nameless (BDP) decide to press the whole 
game and won by more than 100 points. This 
is a disgrace.
The team that shall remain nameless 
(BDP) is just an example. There are several 
other teams that do this.
I believe in what coaches such as Joe 
Patemo and Bobby Bowden preach. Play 
your hardest to beat your opponent, but don’t 
run up the score and rub it in a team’s face. It 
shows no class. The teams that shall remain 
nameless seem to follow the philosophy of 
coaches such as Barry Switzer and Dennis 
Erickson. Blow 'em out. It looks impressive. 
I don’t think these blowouts are very im­
pressive.
A message to the teams that shall remain 
nameless. Every dog will have their day.
Frank Basile’s Top 10
“Spank Poll”
l.UNLV (22-0)
2. Ohio St. (22-1)
3. Syracuse (22-3)
4. Arkansas (25-2)
5. Indiana (22-3)
6. North Carolina (19-4)
7. Duke (22-5)
8. Kansas (19-4)
9. Kentucky (19-5)
10. Arizona (20-5)
By Matt Wintrier
||® |^ c o u lc ^ b r e a k |;f: 
groundiForNFL overseas ■:
A game pitting the San Antonio Rid- Football League has “test marketed” pre- 
ers against the Barcelona Dragons at seasonfootball games insuchfpreigncities 
Montjuic Stadium lacks the flavor and as England, Germany, and Japan. These 
fever that a Giants-49ers matchup has. contests have been met with overwhelm- 
but tec World League of American ing approval as the NFL has packed in 
Football (WLAF) is an idea whore time SRQ crowds to such cities as Wembley 
has come. While the vast majority of Stadium, W lteUbeNFLwantstoseeisif 
American sports fans will flip toa base- die game of American football will be 
baB game come springtime than watch appreciated as much on a weekly basis 
minor league football on a world stage, instead o f  an annual event. K the three 
the WLAF will be viewed with casual European entries into the World League 
interest, and that, combined with the are successful and popular withsports fans
The NFLlearned from its early 80’s 
competition and now defunct United
NFL franchises to foreign cities miking 
the Super Bowl champions truly World
ball could succeed with the proper fi-
sttucture.
What the WLAF hopes to accom­
plish is to setup aminorleague grooming 
system in which NFL teams can acquire 
players that were deemed as “projects” 
orthose that**slipped through the cracks." 
For the players themselves it is a chance 
for a World League participant to earn a 
living (each player receives an average 
base of $20,000-$25,000, not including 
incentives which can earn a player an 
additional $75,000) for four months 
work. The salaries certainly won’t 
provide economic stability for life, but it 
does give many athletes a chance to 
make a living after not knowing where 
to mm when the reality of not being NFL 
caliber material hits home. For some 
who think they are NFL caliber material, 
it’s  a chance to pick up a check, get 
needed exposure, and like the USFL 
hopefully be a stepping stone to the big
While the World League pay struc­
ture is low compared to what many 
athletes in team sports malm today, this 
is the minor leagues of the NFL which is 
comparable totbe pay structure inminor
not including signing bonuses). The 
WLAF needs to  adhere to such a league 
devised pay structure in order to keep, 
the league afloat during its infancy., 
WLAF President Mike Lynn and the 
NFL backers took careful notes on how 
the young USFL burned itself out too 
quick with Donald Trump’s bidding 
wars. Here there is no room for that 
because everyone on each team makes
ions.
The three European entries In the 
WLAF include the Barcelona Dragons, 
Frankfurt Galaxy, and the London Mon­
arch . In order for American football to 
appeal to foreign markets, the WLAF ex­
ecutives kept in mind what the European 
sports fan was used to seeing. The most 
popular team sports overseas are soccer 
and rugby; two fast moving games with 
non-stop action. Therefore the WLAFhas 
implemented no-huddle offenses which 
all teams will be using. The no huddle 
offense, which will be aided by the use of 
microphones and receivers built into the 
helmets to make huddles obsolete, will 
also speed up the game. The last thing the 
WLAF needs is to have the potentially 
lucrative markets be turned off because 
the game is too boring.
The possible NFL expansion overseas 
has been discussed before, but this will be 
a true barometer for the future of Ameri­
can football in the 21st century. With the 
NFL season now lasting 18 weeks for 16 
games, each team now has two free weeks 
to let players’ injuries heal without miss­
ing games, and time for players to relax. 
With expansion to Europe and or Asia the 
two week free period can serve as travel 
time far Giants to travel overseas for its 
European road trip. One week off to travel 
overseas, followed by two straight road 
games in Europe followed by the trip back 
home with a week off to simply adjust.
So when the WLAF kicks off its inau­
gural season next month, just remember 
you Could be seeing the beginning of
From the standpoint of NFL hackers, 
the new WLAF is a guinea pig for pos­
sible world wide expansion o f tee NFL. 
For the last five years the National
1991 will go down in football histoty 
as the first trite attempt of its kind to be the 
last raagor American team sport to estab­
lish a minor league system where young 
raw takmi can be parlayed into an NFL 
career, while tee success and fan support 
of franebisesinuotappedmarkets overseas 
could result in tee awarding of NFL fran­
chises in foreign lands.
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Kean batters Red Hawks for
By Al Iannazzone
Staff Writer
In what may have been a preview of 
the NJAC Championship Game, the MSC 
women’s basketball team lost its final 
regular season game to old nemesis Kean 
College, 56-50, last Friday in Union. It 
was the second time MSC lost to the 
Cougars this year. The Hawks finish the 
regular season 19-5, second in the NJAC 
at 14-4.
MSC played extremely well in the 
first half and took a 26-20 halftime lead 
despite having to contend with the rowdy 
Kean crowd. The Red Hawks played ex­
cellent defense and were able to control 
the boards. Cindy Poling, a 5 ’-4”  sopho­
more guard, was a monster on the defen­
sive boards, pulling down eight of her 
career and team high ten rebounds. She 
also did the job offensively as she collected 
six of her career high 13 points in the first 
half, including four during a 9-0 run 
helping MSC take a 22-15 lead with 2:53 
remaining. Kim Wilson ended the half 
with eight of her team high 14 points.
The second half started off the same 
way. MSC went on a 10-0 run, led by 
Wilson and Poling’s four each, opening 
up its biggest lead, 34-22 with 15:50 re­
maining. Kean Coach Rich Wilson had 
seen enough and decided to make whole­
sale substitutions, taking out his starting 
five and replacing them with five fresh 
bodies at 15:30 with the score 34-24. This 
move coupled with the Kean crowd be­
coming livelier and more obnoxious, 
ruffled the Red Hawk feathers as MSC 
watched its 12 point lead dwindle and
season sweep
finally disappear. £athy Hayden, Rebecca 
Greer and Cindy Makowski led the onslaught 
for Kean. The trio combined for 20 of the 
Cougars next 26 points, including six each 
for Greer and Makowski during an 18-3 run 
putting Kean ahead 50-43 with 2:50 remain­
ing. MSC attempted a late comeback as Tracy 
Moffat’s two free throws cut it to 50-47 at
down only four rebounds. Wilson, MSC’s 
leading rebounder, had only five and just one 
in the second half.
MSC coach Jill Jeffrey was disappointed 
to say the least. “They (Kean) know how to 
win,” she said. “We were playing not to lose 
and you can’t win that way. It kills your 
confidence. In the last five minutes we were
f t  MSC played extremely well in the 
first half and took a 26-20 halftime 
lead despite having to contend with 
the rowdy Kean crowd. vv
2:18. One minute later, Kim Wilson picked 
up her fifth foul and walked off the court as 
the Cougar faithful echoed “HEY! HEY! 
HEY! GOODBYE!!” Veronica Rice scored 
the final six points for Kean and MSC fell to 
the Cougars 56-50.
Kean (21-2,17-1 NJAC) wasledby Rice’s 
game high 17 points and 12 rebounds. 
Makowski, Hayden, and Greer chipped in 
ten, nine and eight respectively. Moffat added 
ten for the Red Hawks while Shannon Shaffer, 
MSC’s third leading scorer and second lead­
ing rebounder, was held scoreless and pulled
not doing the things we did in the first 35 
minutes. We weren’t boxing out or playing 
smart defense. These little mistakes added to 
the 18-3 run.”
Many people are wondering what makes 
Kean so good, and no one seems to be able to 
explain how they are 21-2. Their leading 
scorer and rebounder, Rice, averages only 
13.4 points and seven rebounds and plays 
only 25 minutes per game, How do they do it? 
It seems, as it did on this night, Kean is very 
deep. This was one of the differences on 
Friday. Kean’s bench accumulated 27 points,
ten rebounds, four assists and five steals 
while MSC got nine points, four rebounds, 
seven assists and three steals from its 
reserves. The other difference on Friday 
was Kean’s faithful, yet alarming fans. 
They go everywhere with the Cougars 
and could make anybody cringe. When an 
MSC player missed a foul shot they would 
bellow “I DON’T THINK SO!” or “SUR­
VEY SAYS: X-X-X!” They have posters 
around the gym that say “CAN’TTOUCH 
THIS” and “RICH WILSON IS GOD!” 
During Kean’s 18-3 burst they were 
screaming “N-J-A-C-9-9” to let everyone 
know Kean is trying for its ninth consecu­
tive NJAC Title. If anyone beats Kean, 
they most overcome a very sound, bal­
anced team and very loud, boisterous 
crowd.
MSC knows this and it plans on taking 
one game at a time. In the first round of the 
NJAC playoffs MSC will face William 
Paterson, a team MSC beat twice this 
year. Jeffrey said this was a tough loss but 
the playoffs start a second season. “W e’re 
going to work hard Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday and try to put the Kean game 
behind us,” she said. “This is a brand new 
season and we’re going to go back to 
what made us winners.”
RED HAWK NOTES...MSC will 
host WPC tonight at 7:30 in Panzer. The 
winner of this contest will play the winner 
of the other first round game, between 
Trenton and Kean, for the NJAC champi­
onship on Saturday at 7:30 on the floor of 
the team with the better record. Let’s 
show Kean, WPC and TSC that we have 
the most faithful, supportive fans as MSC 
strives for its first NJAC title.
Indoor track sets the pace 
at College Track Conferei!
By Paul Donefsky
Staff Writer
The MSC indoor track and field team 
competed in the College Track Conference 
Championships at Southern Connecticut 
University and some fine performances were 
turned in.
All season Coach Blanton had been frus­
trated by incohesiveness of the 1600m relay 
team. The highly talented freshmen Denise 
Drakes, Carla Roberts, Y vonne Bradford and 
Sharon Lindo had shown they could tear it up 
alone but could not gel as a group. With a new 
change in order and the chance to qualify for 
the NCAA National Championship, the four
runners finally put it together. They qualified 
for the championship and broke a school 
record with a sharp 4:00 minutes. As of this 
release that also gives them the fastest Divi­
sion III time in the country.
Jaime Diaz placed second in the pole 
vault with a 14 footer. Yvonne Bradford 
placed second in the 400m dash establishing 
a new school record at 58.21 seconds. She 
also qualified for the NCAA championship 
and then came back to serve up the fastest 
55m time in the country with 7.20 seconds.
AlciaHennessyplacedfifthinthe 1500m, 
establishing a personal best with an unoffi­
cial 5:14 minute mark. Denise Drakes also 
established a personal best in the 400m with 
a 59.78 second mark and qualified for the
ECAC championship in Bowdoin College. 
She also placed fourth in the 200m with an 
unofficial time of 26.4 seconds. ECAC 
championship qualifiers Sharon Lindo and 
Shantay Brame ran almost identical (26.9 
and 27.0 seconds respectively) scores in the 
200m dash. Brian Major placed fifth in the 
high jump and Shawn Williams placed sixth 
in the 55m dash with 7.59 seconds; good 
enough for the freshman to get invited to the 
ECAC championship.
The team has one more meet before the 
individual qualifiers go to their respective 
championships. After some fine tuning at the 
Seton Hall Invitationals, it’s on to the ECAC 
and NCAA championships.
Women skiers 
off to Regionals
The 1991 MSC women’s ski team has 
qualified for the Mid-Atlantic Regionals 
which will be held in Champion, PA this 
weekend. The team finished in the NJ Col­
legiate Ski Conference with a tie for third 
place with Columbia University. Top skier, 
Maureen Harrington finished 2nd place 
overall. Other skiers were: M ichelle 
Williamson, Maria (Colegero), Tanya Troch, 
Liz Wallace, Marlene Kruger, Linda Plato, 
Lore Swadba, Jodi Weinglass and Sue 
Sautner.
The men’s team finished their 1991 sea­
son with a 5th place. Top skiers, Jeff Conover 
finished 3rd overall. This qualified him to 
compete as an individual in the regionals. 
Other skiers were Steve Caunt, Tracy Kelman, 
Dave Vogt, Rob Caruso, Rick Bareca, Jeroen 
Moly, Scott Applegate, Dan Bums, Steve 
Frantz, Brett Tuller, Jack Tinari and Gerard 
Gomez.
